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The Moderator: Rev P Hulbert
Chairman: Rev G Blyth
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Principal of the College: Dr G V S Hadley
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Treasurer: Mr B Dalzell
Representative of M.L.C. Collegians (Nominated by the
Collegians): Mrs A O’Connor-Smith
Representative of Parents’ & Friends’Assoc.
(Nominated by the Assoc.): Dr G Wheeler
Representative of Country Parents: Mrs M Hasson

Life Member
Miss L Dickson

Members
Mrs A Bennett
Mr D Biddles
Mrs V Cavill
Dr D Davies
Mrs G Ford
Mr R Gardiner
Dr K Grainger
Mr C Heath
Rev C Honey
Mrs D Maher
Mrs S Murphy
Mr D Newman
Rev V Paul
Mrs C Richardson
Mr R Scott
Mr HJ Wisbey

“The human mind is like an umbrella — it functions best
when open.”

EDITORIAL
’We cross our bridges when we come to them and bum
them behind us, with nothing to show for ourprogress except
a memory of the smell of smoke, aizd a presumption that
once our eyes watered. ’
Tom Stoppard, Rosencrantz & Guildenstern are Dead
As the day fast approaches that the year twelves, and I among
them, step off the bridge we have been crossing for the past
five years, reminiscing of, and reflection on the journey is not
uncommon. Although these rememberings are a somewhat
mixed bag, the memories that shine are the friendships formed,
the opportunities provided, the education received and the
experiences experienced. So as we burn this bridge behind us,
I believe we have many things to show for our progress and
as we step on to the next bridge of our journey the resources
provided to us by our years at M.L.C. are available for use.
Over the years that I have been at M.L.C. we have seen emerging
the realisation that the smell of smoke is not a memory but
reality and from this, the new philosophy that burning our bridges
behind us is environmentally unsound.
Although the reversal of habit and the implementation of
change is by no means easy, I have been impressed by the
way in which the students of M.L.C. have realised the importance
of immediate action on the part of the environment. From fighting
for paper-recycling bins to the running of cakestalls to aid various
help-groups within the community to the carpooling of year
twelves to ’help save petrol’, M.L.C. students have proved well
and truly that far from being absorbed purely within school life,
their concerns extend beyond, into the wider community.
I hope that with the aid of staff and friends of M.L.C. the
students can continue to make the school an environmentally
friendly and socially aware place of education and opportunity.
For when all is said and done, how can we ’strive for the
highest’ in a world devoid of fresh air and sunflowers?
Christy Hawker, Editor
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COLLEGIAN
COMMITTEE
Back (left to right): D. Ingram,
A. Gaynor, A. Mansell, ].
Vandonge?i, A Kirkham, L. Miller.
Middle: L. Teo, K. Gregg, C.
Hawker, C. Henning A Salmon.
Front: Mrs Shepherd (the unsung
hero), N. Heath, K. NewtonSmith, C. P)>ett, I. Mansell, A
Meade.
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A world is supported by four things . . . the learning of the
wise, the justice of the great, the prayers of the righteous
and the valor of the brave. But all of these are as nothing
without a ruler who knows the art of ruling.

THE PRINCIPAL

FRANK HERBERT DUNE

“Cheshire Puss,” Alice began, “would you tell me please, which
way I ought to go from here?”
“That depends a good deal on where you want to get to,”
said the Cat.
“I don’t much care where - ” said Alice.
“Then it doesn’t matter which way you go,” said the Cat.
At the Year 12 'Valedictory Dinner this year I highlighted this
conversation between the Cheshire cat and Alice in my afterdinner speech to the students. However, it seems to me that
Alice’s question and the Cheshire cat’s response are of value
to all of us: younger students, teachers and parents.
Because life is a continuous journey with its fair share of
unexpected adventures and detours, it is appropriate that quite
regularly we take stock and ask, “Which way ought I to go from
here?"
Alice’s question need not be answered only in terms of what
kind of job or profession we are aiming for when we leave
school. It is probably even more important to answer the question
in a personal kind of way. Which of life’s values do I select
as the important ones for me? Which of my acquaintances will
share their values with me and so become my friends? Do I
put my energies into areas that will eventually meet real needs
in the community, or into areas that will meet my needs?
None of these questions, of course, is easy to answer; nor
do they become necessarily easier to answer the older we get.
But whenever we are in life’s journey, in our school years or
after them, there are always ways in which we can get help
in working out where we ought go to from here. At school
there are printed resources available: books, scriptures, poetry
and brochures. Even more important are resource people:
counsellors, chaplain, heads of departments, subject and form
teachers.
From time to time all of us will feel like Alice, a little lost
in the wood, but there is no need to stay feeling lost. M.L.C.
does its best to provide people and a variety of resources and
experiences to help you discover where you want to get to and
to help you along the way. Ultimately, however, only one person
can decide where you want to get to, and that is you!
Good luck in your quest.
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HEAD GIRL
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When we arrived in Year Eight in our brand new school
uniforms, “leaving school” seemed light years away. The Year
Twelves were so grown up and it was inconceivable that we
would one day fill those shoes. The surprising thing is how
quickly it has all happened and even more surprising, how quickly
it has all come to an end.
The 1990 Year Twelves have been an interesting and supportive
group and I would like to thank them for this. The prefect body
and Lena in particular, have made my job a pleasure and I will
always remember this year as a very special one.
Tire 1989 Wedictory Dinner was the prefects’ first official
function where we farewelled our predecessors. This was
followed by the Year Eight orientation day and here we happily
assumed the role of tour guides to new girls and their parents.
Lena, Hope, Sally and I attended the annual Commonwealth
Youth Rally at Government House. This provided us with the
opportunity of meeting the student leaders from other schools.
M.L.C. was also represented at a prefects’ seminar which was
held at St. Hilda’s in April. Our last function of this nature was
the Independent Schools’ tea party at Government House.
On the social side, we all thoroughly enjoyed reciprocal
assemblies with both C.C.G.S. and St. Hilda’s - the latter being
a first. (Table tennis and Tim Tams in the C.C.G.S. common
room certainly beat formal lessons!!) This year saw the
introduction of prefect supervision of lower school socials. These
proved a great success and it is questionable who had more
fun - the Year Nines or the prefects! Enjoyable as these were,
nothing, but nothing, compared with the Year Twelve Ball.
Anticipation levels were so high that I began to wonder if these
could ever be realised. Happily, I can report that the Ball surpassed
even our wildest expectations and the unity of the year was
never more evident.
We would like to thank Dr Hadley, Mrs Shepherd and especially
Mrs Telfer for all their help and support. They really have made
this a memorable year for us all.
As this chapter of our lives draws to an end and we embark
on the unknown voyage of adult life, we look back with fond
memories and mixed emotions of our time shared at M.L.C.
Though the bonds of friendships formed at school may loosen
with time, they are too strong to ever be completely undone.
I wish you all much happiness and success in your future lives.
Adrienne Mansell

Head Girl Adrienne Mansell.

PREFECTS
Back (left to right): B. Mitford-Henry S. Joyce, J. Vandongen,
A Kirkbam, D. Claffey, M. Wright. Middle: N. Hamzah, A Mansell,
B. Sicouri, A Gaynor, C. Hawker.
Front: H. Percy, S. Janney, A Fraser, L. Teo. Absent: Y. Caruso,
S. Broun, E. Sutherland.
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MEMBERS OF THE STAFF - 1990
Principal: Dr G V S Hadley,

B.Ed(Hons), B.D.,

S.T.M, AMusA, Ph.D.

Deputy Principal: Mrs J Shepherd,

ba,

Dip.Ed, S.D.E.S.(Oxon)

College Administrator: Mr B Godwin, B.sc,
P.G.C.E., MAC.E.

Dean of Studies: Mr D G Swingler,
B.Sc.(Hons), Dip.Ed.

Headmistress Junior School: Mrs L E
Saggers, tc.
Chaplain: Rev’d C L Purdie, ba, t.c.
School Counsellors: Mrs R Blackburn, ba,
Dip.Ed., Dip.Psych.

Mrs J Lawson,

B.A., Dip.Ed., Grad.Dip.Psych.,

B.Ed., MAPs.S.

Mrs S Shaw, BA, Dip.Ed., Grad.Dip.Psych.
Learning Centre: Mrs L Lytton, ba, B.Ed.
Learning Support: Mrs H Feutrill, Dip.Teach.,
Grad.Dip.Rem.Ed.

Health Care Centre: Sister S. Campbell,
S.R.N.

Sister K Barr, r.n.
HEADS OF DEPARTMENT

English: Ms M Sonntag, BA(Hons), ma
Science, Biology & Human Biology: Mrs
Y Palmer, b.sc., Dip.Ed.
Social Studies & History: Ms M Glenister,
B.A., Dip.Ed.

Mathematics: Mr J Claffey, ba, Dip.Ed., m.sc.
Business Education: Mrs F Woods, T.c.
Languages: Mrs J MacGill, B.Ed., T.c.,
Dip.D’Etudes Francaises

Physical Education: Ms E Davenport, ma,
Dip.Ed., DipAC.

HEADS OF SUBJECT

Art: MrJ Garde, t.c., aat
Chemistry: Mr I Ford, B.sc.(Hons),

m.rac.i,

Grad.Dip.Ed.

Computer Studies: Mr A Beck,

Mrs L Fisher, tc., B.Ed.
Ms S Fletcher, Cert.Ed, B.Ed.
MrsJ Gibson, B.Ed.,TC.
Mrs M Guidici, Dip.sec.st.
Mrs E Hardy, TC.
Mr K Harrison, a.Mus.a.,

B.Mus.(Hons),

B.Mus.Ed.(Hons)

Ms R Henderson, BA, Dip.Teach., Dip.G.Design
Mrs S Hendricks, Dip.Ed.
Mrs B Hollyock, ba, Dip.Ed.
Mrs J House, TC.
Mrs A Hughes, Dip.Teach.
Mrs G Kennard, B.sc., B.Ed.
Mrs J Leoni, B.A., Dip.Ed., Grad.Dip.Ed.Stud,
Grad.Dip., R.E.Stud.

Mrs C Lewis, B.Sc.(Hons), Dip.Ed., M.Sc.
MrsJ Maskiell, B.Ed., Dip.P.E.,TC.
Mrs N Ridsdill-Smith, BA(Hons), Cert.Ed.
Ms T Sato, ba, t.c.
Mrs S Silbert, ba
MrsJ Skidmore, b.a, Dip.Teach.
Mrs S Slowiak, BA, TC, Grad.Dip.Teach.Lib, R.SA
Miss J. Smith, a.fa
Mr B Stanton, B.sc, B.Comm, Dip.Ed.
Mrs S Stein, Dip.Teach.
Mrs M Telfer, ba, t.c.
Mrs M van Kann, b.sc, Dip.Ed.
Miss P Wadsworth, tc.
Ms S Watson, BA, t.c.
TEACHING ASSISTANTS
(Senior School)

Mrs P Ballantyne, TE.C. laboratory Technician
Mrs B Barker, Learning Centre Aide
Mrs A Booth, Cert.Lab.Practices
Mrs C Chilton, Tech.Cert.Laboratory Technician
Mr R Thompson, Audio-Visual Technician
Mrs M Wojcicki, Assoc.Dip.Library Studies
BARCLAY HOUSE

Dip.Teach.,

B.Ed., Grad.Dip.Computer Ed.

Early Childhood Studies: Mrs J Milne, B.Ed.,
Dip. Phy.Ed, TC.

Economics: Mr M Sibson, Dip.Ed.
Years 8-10 English: Mrs S Biddles, Ba, Dip.Ed.
Geography: Mr D Row, ba, Dip.Ed.
Health Education: Mrs L Hughes, Dip. acre.,
ATC.L.

Home Economics: Mrs J Gear,

B.Ed.,

Dip.H.Econ.

Japanese: Ms J Hutchison, ba, Mjap.st., Dip.Ed.
Librarian: Mrs M O’Brien, ba, t.c., alaa.
Years 8-10 Maths: Mr D Ireland, MApp.se,
Dip.Ed., MAC.E.

Media Studies: Mrs C Lord, ba, t.c.
Music: Mr R Swann, Mus.B.(Hons),
B.Mus.Ed.
Physics: Mr N Sofoulis, m.Sc., tc.
Years 8-10 Science: Mrs C Leather,
B.Sc.(Hons), Dip.Ed.

Speech: Mrs J Hart, lt.c.l.
Theatre Arts: Mrs L Joll,

BA(Hons), B.Ed.,
A.S.DA, L.TC.L, Post.Grad.Dip.Ed.Stud„ M.Ed.

SECONDARY TEACHERS

Mrs M Armstrong, B.sc., M.Ed.
Mrs S Ashdown, BA., Dip.Teach.
Miss Y Bartlett, b.p.e.
Mrs A Boyce, b.p.e., Dip.Ed.
Mr K Broderick, BA, M.Ed., GTrad.Dip.Computer,
Ed.

Miss M Carter, B.Ed., Dip.Teach.
Mrs B Clarke, B.Ed.
Mr M Comber, Dip.Teach.
Mrs M Davies, B.Ed.(Dist), Dip.Teach.(Dist)
Mrs E Domoney, Dip.H.Ec.Tch

Mrs M A Daventry, Dip.Teach, me, B.Ed.
Mrs L A Drew, Dip.Teach, B.Ed.
Mrs S J Hocking, Dip.Teach.
Miss R A Mableson, Dip.Teach, B.Ed.
Mrs W A McKenzie, Dip.Teach.
Mrs N I Rhodes, tc.
Mrs B A Smith, Dip.Teach., B.Ed.
Mr B A Taylor, Dip.Teach.
Mrs A J Warne, Dip.Teach.
Music: Mrs S W Vernon, T.c.
Mrs E G Bishop, BA, Dip.Teach.
Art: Mrs A M Ryan, Dip.Teach.
P.E.: MrsJ M Borrill, B.Ed, Dip.Phys.Ed.
Ballet: Miss L C Martlew, A.D.PA, P.de.b.e,
Reg.Teach.Classical & Spanish, R.A.D., 1STD„
B.MAA.D. and S.D.I.
Learning Support: Mrs M M Leeks, T.c, Cert.
of Infant Ed (Melb)

Librarian: Mrs B L Marshall, T.c.
After School Care: Mrs J A Reid,
Secretary: MrsJ A Twine

Dip.Teach.

MUSIC TUTORS

Flute: Miss J Robertson,

ma,

B.M.(Hons),

Trombone: Mr A Ross
Trumpet: Miss R Fleming, B.Mus.(Hons)
Percussion: Mr M Johnston-Leek
Mr L Evans
Violin: Mr N Barclay, A.G.S.M.
Mrs E Bishop, BA, Dip.Teach.
Mrs L Pell, AMusA.
Mrs J Smith
Mrs A Dillon
Viola: MissJ Curl, ba(Mus)
Cello: Mr A Patrick
Miss C Paget
Double Bass: Miss C Reitzenstein
Harp: MrsJ Brook, B.Mus, Dip.Ed.
Guitar: MrJ Garde, tc,aat.
Singing: Miss S Macliver, B.Mus.Ed.(Hons)
Piano: Mrs H Brittan, a.mus.a, l.Mus.a, ltc.l,
AT.MA MIMT

Mrs H Dear, TC.
MrsJ Lindsay, tmusa, lt.c.l, d.mt
Mrs J Murray, d.mt, AMusA
Mrs A Taylor, L.R.S.M.
Miss K Zhukov, M.Mus, B.Mus.(Hons), LMusA
Assistant in Music Department: Mrs E B
Warner, BA, Dip.Ed.
ADMINISTRATION

Mrs V Baker
Miss K Biddles
Ms M Eddington (Development Officer)
Mrs L J Klepec
Mrs A C Leadbetter (Registrar)
Mrs S R McDonnell
Mrs A B Mailes (Terms 1,2 & 3)
Mrs S Martin
Mrs N Meredith
Miss H Meyer
Mrs D L Newman
Mrs V Pyett (Principal’s Secretary)
Miss E Smith
Mrs N Standley (Terms 3 & 4)
Mrs N Waterhouse (Term 4)
Mrs H Whittome
Mrs M Wilson
Mrs BY Wyatt (Accountant)
BOARDING HOUSES

Mrs M C Anderson, Head of Walton House
Mrs E Chatfield, Head of Burnside House
Mrs M Freitag, Head of Langsford House
Mrs C Walsh, Head of Wesley House
TENNIS COACHING

Mr R Casey, BA, T.RAA
MAINTENANCE STAFF/CLEANING/
DOMESTICS

MrJ Crompton (Maint. Foreman to Aug. 31)
Mrs P Stokes (Housekeeper)
Mrs B Allen
Mrs C Slade
Mr T Alen
MrJ White
Mr W Homewood
Mrs E Williams
Mrs D Wright
Mrs C Hooper
Mrs N Zikich
Mrs J Macguire
GROUNDSMEN

AMusA.

Mr L Slawomirski
Mrs L Bemay, DArts (Mus), Dip.Ed.
Clarinet: Ms S Bell, d.s.C.m.
Miss D Hsu
Mr B Wattelet, Premier Prix (Lille)
Oboe: Mrs S Nicholls, B. Mus. (Hons),
AMusA(pno), LMusA(ob)
Bassoon: Miss L Norman, B.Mus, AMusA
Saxophone: Mr G Rickman, B.Ed, AMusA

MrJ Mackey
French Horn: MrJ Ledger, d.pa(Mus)
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Mr K Coates (Senior Groundsman)
Mr R Bartlett
Mr P Harvey
Mr P Edwards (Caretaker)
CATERING STAFF

Mr A Critchley (Catering Manager)
Ms A Bunyan
Mrs A Martin
Mrs P Fleming
Miss K Roe
MrN Ruan
Mr G Havell
Mrs D Johnson
MrsJ Turbett
Mrs S Woolhouse
Ms C Long
Mrs P McGregor

STAFF

ENGLISH AND LIBRARY
Back: Mrs S. Ashdown, Mrs S. Biddles, Mrs L. Joll, Mrs M. Sonntag
Mrs M. Davies, Mrs M. Wojcicki, Mr R. Thompson. Front: Miss
M. Carter, Mrs B. Hollyock, Ms S. Watson, Mrs I. Herman, Mrs
M. OBrien, MrsJ. Shepherd.

SCIENCE
Back: Mr A Beck, Mr I. Ford, Mr B. Stayiton, Mrs P. Ballatityne,
Mrs G. Lewis, Mrs C. Chilton. Front: Mrs J. Gibson, Mrs C. Leather,
Mrs Y. Palmer, Mrs M. van Kann, Mrs B. Clarke, Mr N. Sofoulis.

mm s n'
ART, MEDIA, HOME EC., MUSIC, THEATRE ARTS
Back: Mr R. Swann, Mr K. Harrison, Mrs L. Joll, Mrs M. Davies,
Miss M. Carter, Mrs J. Milne, Mrs E. Domoney Mrs J. Gear. Front:
Mrs B. Warner, Mrs A Hughes, Mrs C. Lord, Miss J. Smith, Mr
J. Garde, Miss C. Crow.

LANGUAGES AND BUSINESS STUDIES
Back: Mrs K. Lamberto, Ms J. Hutchison, Ms S. Slowiak, Mrs N.
Ridsdill-Smith, Mrs F. Woods. Front: Mrs S. Silbert, Mrs L. Fisher,
MrsJ. MacGill, Mrs S. Stem, Mrs M. Giudici.

MATHEMATICS
Back: Mrs G. Kennard, Mr D. Ireland, Mr K. Broderick, Mrs M.
Armstrong Mr M. Comber. Front: Mrs V. Baker, Mr J. Claffe)’,
Mrs M. Telfer, MrsJ. Skidmore.

SOCIAL STUDIES AND RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Back: Mrs J. Rigden, The Revd L. Purdie, Mrs N. Ridsdill-Smith,
Mrs J. Leoni. Front: Mrs J. House, Mr D. Row, Ms M. Glenister,
Mr M. Sibson, Ms R. Henderson.
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THE SPECIAL CARERS
Back: Mrs H. Feutrill, Mrs J. Lawson, Mrs R. Blackburn. Middle:
Mrs S. Shaw, The Revd L. Purdie, Sister K. Barr. Front: Mrs B.
Barker, Mrs L. Lytton, Sister S. Ca7npbell.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND HEALTH
Back: Mrs S. Hendriks, Miss P. Wadsworth. Middle: Mrs L. Hughes,
Ms E. Davenport, Front: Miss Yl Bartlett, Mrs J. Maskiell, Mrs A
Boyce.

ADMINISTRATION
Back: Mrs L. Klepec, Ms M. Eddington, Mrs A Leadbetter. Third:
Mrs N. Standley Miss H. Meyer, Mrs S. Martin. Second: Mrs H.
Whittome, Mrs S. McDonnell, Mrs N. Waterhouse. Front: Mrs D.
Newman, Mrs V. Pyett, Mrs M. Wilson.

DOMESTIC AND CLEANING STAFF
Back: Mr W. Homewood, Mr T. Men, Mr D. Zibich. Middle: Mrs
N. Zibich, Mrs P. Stokes. Front: Mrs E. Williams, Mrs D. Wright,
MrsJ. MacGuire, Mrs B. Allen.

.»rz

GROUNDSMEN
Back: MrK. Coates, MrJ. White, MrP. Harvey. Front: MrR. Bartlett,
Mr C. Edwards, Mr M. O’Brien.

KITCHEN STAFF
Back: Mr G. Howell, Mr T. Critchley. Front: Mrs H. Martin, Mrs
P. McGregor, Miss K. Roe.

6
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STAFF REPORT
The Year began with the now customary staff camp, held once
again at Fairbridge Farm. Numbers were a little down, but spirits
were high, and many of the numerous new staff welcomed the
camp as an opportunity to ease into the M.LC. mainstream. Margaret
Glenister and Pat Wadsworth left us briefly to enjoy long service
leave - Mary Hill enjoys her's still.
life on the chalkfront seemed to take its toll this year with
many staff having a far from healthy year. This was despite efforts
to increase the health of the staff by implementing a compulsory
morning hike from the temporary lower oval car park, and the
combination of sport and car parking in the afternoon.
Our fund raising efforts in years past have happily left the Staff
Association with a generous bank balance - somewhat of a
novelty in 1990. This has enabled us to introduce daily newspapers
to the staff room (for those staff lucky enough to have the time
to read them ...), and, in anticipation of the cliff face landscaping,
we made a small 'alfresco' venture with the purchase of some
outdoor furniture.
What better excuse for a celebration? Our 'Out door Furniture
Night' was a great success, and otherwise socially, all the latest
goss was shared at our drinks afternoon with P.LC. and Christ
Church. Many staff attended and enjoyed the return bout held
at Christ Church in Term 3- The popular Friday afternoon winddown, and occasional special lunch was greatly enhanced by the
M.LC. kitchen's catering. Thanks go to Tony Critchley and the
kitchen staff, who, at short notice prepared many a sumptuous
nibble.
As the year draws to a close, we look forward to a refreshing
Christmas break, we farewell the Year 12's, and with a touch of
sadness, give our very best wishes to Jeff Crompton, Alison Mailes,
Lexie Saggers, Corene Walsh and Fay Woods, our colleagues who
are leaving. As for 1991, foremost in the minds of most staff is
just who will get the best spots in the new car park.
Kim Harrison
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One uses mirrors to look at one’s face and art to look at
one’s soul.
SALVADOR DALI

mmm

ARTS
“All the world’s a stage and all the men and women merely
players." Though only a few of the cast are destined for careers
in the Arts, all are influenced by them.
The desire to create is innate and M.L.C. certainly offers
opportunities for this creativity to be developed through
participation in the performing and graphic arts. The experiences
give students skills, insights, appreciation, discernment and
enrichment to carry into and build upon in adult life.
During my years at M.L.C. I have learned much about the
Arts and the need for commitment, co-operation and
communication. Performing to an appreciative audience makes
the hours of rehearsal and individual practice worthwhile.
As Arts Captain it has been my pleasure to work with and
learn from staff and fellow-students during such annual events
as the House Arts Festival, the Heather Lamont Festival, Music
Night, Concerto Night, the School Play, Art Exhibition, Debating
and Public Speaking. I firmly believe the Arts are an important
avenue for individual and community expression.
To all the M.L.C. players on the stage of life 1 extend my
best wishes and the hope that your entrances and exits and
every performance run smoothly.

■fllftffTfl

Sally Broun

■

Arts Captain Sally Broun.

HOUSE SINGING & DRAMA
Once again girls participated in the House Singing & Drama
with full dedication (!) and house spirit. The level of singing,
mime and drama was extremely professional and all producers
and conductress’s deserve congratulations for their effort as do
all the girls involved.
Tire results were :-

Drama

SSwWH
m'.awuw

1. ATHENS - ‘Doggs our Pett’ produced by Donelle Gillam
2. CORINTH - ‘No Bus Tomorrow’ produced by Sonia Blair
3. SPARTA - ‘Larry & the Lorax’ produced by Justine Brash and
Romney Taylor

v.»«

Choir
1. TROY - ‘Vincent’ and ‘My Favourite Tilings’ onductress - Yvette
Ng
2. OEfMPIA - ‘So This is Christmas’ and ‘Think of Me’ Conductress
- Sally Broun
3. ROME - ‘Scotch & Soda’ and ‘Do Re Mi’ Conductress - Alisha
Lothringer
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“The job of a citizen is to keep her mouth open.”
— Gunter Grass
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DEBATING
Back row (left to right): C. Ozich,
K. Williams, P. Sangarananda, A
Murray, A Kirkham. Third Row: K.
Bath, R. Honey, K. Rattigan, 5. Broun,
Mrs Davies. Second Row: K. NewtonSmith, MrsHollyock, D. Hsu, I. Fisher,
L. Rigden, M. Seymour, I. Miller. Front
Row: C. Pyett, C. Loh, I. Fisher, W.
Wong N. Gillam

PUBLIC SPEAKING REPORT

DEBATING REPORT

This year was the first year that Public Speaking was addressed
as a separate entity to debating. After an enthusiastic start to
the year, gradually attendances to the weekly meeting dropped
to a core of about 4 year 8 and 9 girls. Financial problems with
many competition holders has recently seen many competitors
disappear, and entrant limitations compounded this problem.
Overall, the year as Public Speaking Captain has been a somewhat
isolated one and I distinctly recall many lunch times spent with
myself and Mrs Hollyock anticipating the arrival of at least one
student to our meeting.
Congratulations must go to Adrienne Mansell for her excellent
achievement in the Joint Commonwealth Competition and to
Sally Broun and Yolande Caruso for their great performances
in the Plain English Speaking Awards. Mrs Hollyock was quite
simply the best!
I wish next year’s captain all the best for rousing enthusiasm,
especially for the annual Open Day display.
Justine Brash - Public Speaking Captain

Once again M.L.C. has enjoyed a very successful debating
season with many enthusiastic and talented debaters
participating. A record number of six debating teams were entered
into the Inter-School W4DL Competition, all of which enjoyed
various degrees of success.
Special mention must be made of the Year 9 second debating
team consisting of Clara Goh (Captain), Isla Fisher, Celia King
and Natasha Trenorden who overcame many formidable Year
10 opponents to win their division. We wish them the very best
of luck in the finals.
A big thank you to Mrs Davies and all Debating Captains for
their thorough organisation and commitment. On behalf of the
Year 12 debaters I would like to wish all the debaters every
success in the future.
Adrienne Mansell
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PUBLIC SPEAKING
Back row (left to right):
R. Honey, A Mansell, S.
Broun, Y. Caruso, K.
Rattigan, Front Row: K.
Newton-Smith,
Mrs
Hollyock, D. Hsu, I. Fisher,
L. Rigden, M. Seymour, I.
Miller. Absent: J. Brash, I.
Mansell, £ Murray.
12
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HEATHER LAMONT FESTIVAL
The Heather Lamont Festival this year was one of great variety,
proving once again the many artistic talents that M.LC. girls
possess. Through art, needlework, photography, cookery, public
speaking, piano solos, recitals in foreign languages, dramatic
presentation and ballet, all girls performed at a very high level
with great enthusiasm.
At lunch the culinary delights of various food stalls were
enjoyed by all and afterwards the various dramatic presentations
by the form groups were enjoyable, if not interesting to watch.
Over all the day was a complete success (if not a little nerve
wracking) filled with artistic variety and excellence, thanks to
all those involved. May the spirit of the Heather Lamont Festival
continue in future years.
Sally Broun

THEATRE SPORTS
“What, how do you play that? I can’t go on, there’s
no way I can do this.” These and other moans of
embarrassment could only mean one thing, yes Theatre
Sports. As the season progressed, and amazing talents of
improvisation were discovered, the competitions between
the incredibly shameless Christ Church players and the
brilliantly courageous M.LC. players entertained, amused
and stunned lunch time audiences. Thanks to all who took
part - especially those who participated under duress.
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COLLEGE CHOIR REPORT
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“Is that a pretty sound girls? Do you like
that sound? I like that sound!” These words
became imprinted on the minds of the 52
members of the College choir who were lucky
enough to participate in the Sydney Tour, 1990.
It was moments like these that we wondered
where we were and why we stepped on the
plane in the first place!
Dr Johnny Nickson and his eager little
assistant Emily had the members of the ‘reject
choir’ (!!) amazing themselves with their
singing ability, until they were proud to call
themselves the “Glee Club”.
Ten members of our tour were lucky
enough to perform with the Australian
National Youth Choir under the leadership
of Captain Fuller (alais Dr Andre Thomas),
from Tellahasse (Talla-what?), Florida. We
were all amazed at the energy and talent that
radiated from this man with the big hands
and big heart.
To our astonishment it became a working tour and we
rehearsed up to eight hours a day.
From an emotive performance in St. Mary’s Cathedral to the
prestigious heights of the Sydney Opera House we had an
opportunity to perform as the M.L.C. Choir in the Pacific Basin
Music Festival, where we were praised by the adjudicators for
having ‘thrilling sounds’ and being ‘a joy to hear’.
This tour gave those who experienced it memories that will
last a lifetime. Thanks must be given to Mrs Warner (and her
little basket of throaties), Mr Harrison and in particularly the
laughable, yet much loved, Mr Swann.
Yet, the tour was not all the M.L.C. Choir managed to achieve.
As usual, Music Night was a hugh success, with the ‘saucy’ and
‘steamy’ choreography of Basin St Blues (some more than othereh Jade!?) and the ‘technology’ of Flash. Thanks to Mrs Hollyock
for the choreography.
So, from us, keep making those ‘pretty sounds’ and go for
IT!
Sally Broun and Catherine Pyett

COLLEGE CHOIR
E-K Gulland, M Wright, K Newman, A Hikida, M Rantanen, S
Cox, T Li, T Hunter, K Ng WA Tang A Nakatani, N Kato, S
Poolejohnson, J Sedevic, J McCullagh, L Sheenan, M McGeachie,
M Seymour, M Wheatly, S Hothouse, L Read, K Crocker, L Teo,
R Campbell, R Greff S Williams, B Sicouri, Y Caruso, I Bray,
Z Ladyman, S Broun, K Orr, E Ho, S Gardiner, E Yuncken, C
Pyett, B Starcevich, F Hopkin, C Roper, B Thomas, R Mitra, R
Linsey, A Davies, Y Caruso, C Bussey, N Barton, Absent: V Milner,
F Connor, J Blizard, K Blesing R Taylor, A Lothringer, K Hocking
F Goodridge

CLARINET CHOIR REPORT
Every Tuesday afternoon, a group of potentially great
clarinettistsO?) get together and toot their instalments in an
attempt to ‘make some music!’
This year, Clarinet Choir has been basically comprised of Year
Nine’s, with the exception of our bass clarinettist, Jo. Many of
us had never played in an ensemble before but despite ballet
practice, athletic trials, netball practice and ballroom dancing,
our standard of playing has improved with great speed.
Our debut performance took place at Solo Recital Night and
next year we hope to extend our performances to out-of-school
engagements.
Thanks must go to our conductress, Miss Bell, for her enthusiasm
and patience in coping with every one of us.
Jackie Tan

CLARINET CHOIR
Back (left to right): S. Tan, J. Bennett, S. Sivilingham Front: 5.
Hamilton, T. Scott Absent: E Thom.
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CONCERT BAND
This year’s M.L.C. Concert Band (formerly the M.L.C. Concert
Wind Ensemble but due to the inevitable population increase,
we were forced to change our title) have enjoyed ourselves as
usual. We have tried a lot oh new concepts this year, such as
Wednesday afternoon rehearsals, some ‘hip, groovy’ music like
Surfin’ U.SA and Jailhouse Rock, and some less known ‘classics’
like Mickey Mouse March!?! We also attempted what is generally
called full attendance, and skeptically considered developing a
more serious attitude. Then again, we wouldn’t be the band
we are with the latter attributes.
Our dedication paid off at various performances, like our lunch
time entertaining outside Wesley Church in Perth, a necessary
service provided for the hordes of bemused people passing by.
Another highlight in the C.B. year was our notorious execution
of musical talent as the opening ensemble at M.L.C. Open Day
and, of course, our annual performance at M.L.C. Music Night
where once again we began the evening with fabulous
interpretations of the more exciting pieces in our repertoire.
We need to give our sincerest of thanks to our fantastically
funny conductor, Mr Harrison, whose jokes made this year so
much fun. To enjoy is the name of the game - the C.B. being
renowned for our sense of fun, as well as our laughing oboe,
1000 plus decibel lead trumpet and the intimidating
conglomeration of flautists. Congratulations everyone!
Kylie Kavanagh
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CONCERT BAND
Back (left to right): J. Adrian, S. Gardiner, S. Holthouse, E. K
Gulland, E. Yuncken, J. Repacholi, R. Gregg F. Hopkin. Third:
C. Henning L Read, E Lolly, J. Lee,J. Tait, N. Garde, H. Sutherland,
C. Roper. Second: J. Main, E. Raaff, Y. Caruso, S. Sivalingam,
N. Pringle, J. Bennett, C. Fraser. Front: K. Kavanagh, B. Syminton,
M. Sofoulis, C. Franklin, K. Bakker, J. Tan, K. Kyle, M. MacGill,
A Rule. Absent: C. Lake, B. Thomas, T. Kahlert, N. Adams, L.
O’Brien, M. Donald, S. Lord, R. Lindsey, S. Robinson, E. NewtonSmith, A Heitman, E. Irwin.

SENIOR STRINGS
This year’s Senior Strings has been very productive and
enjoyable. We have completed a hard year’s work under the
guidance of Neil Barclay.
The year started off hestitantly with many of us not playing
together before but the 17 of us have worked deligently every
Monday evening and have produced many good results. Concerto
Night was well done with the soloists all playing brilliantly and
the orchestra accompanying decisively.
Music Night followed with S.S. finding themselves playing a
very interesting if not likeable piece. But as usual (??) we played
well and are looking forward to Speech Night and the end of
the year.
Stephanie P’ng

SENIOR STRINGS ENSEMBLE
Back row (left to right): E. Gulland, K. Ng M. Seymour, F. Dowling
H. Athanasiou, V. Milner. Front Row: J. Jackman, M.NgA Calcutt,
S. P'ng E. Chong C. Taylor, N. Stanley> Absent: K. Blesing.

SENIOR WIND ENSEMBLE
The Senior Wind Ensemble began the 1990’s in a new direction.
Led by our new conductor, Bernard Watteley, a Wind Quintet
replaced the now defunct Les Dix and we were exposed to
a variety of different styles of music from Elgar’s Promenades
to Wedding Marches and our Tuesday afternoon rehearsals were
’interesting’ and ’different’ to the untrained ear.
Through the year, our numbers dwindled as Hemah took leave
to go to Japan and others fell victim to prior commitments and
it was decided to bring in new members to this ’elite’ set,
extending our numbers from three to seven in time for our
major performance. Music Night preparations for next year’s group
have already begun and it looks like the Infamous Les Dix will
return!!
Wei-Anne Tang

SENIOR WIND ENSEMBLE
Back row (left to right): N. Grigg W. Tang N. Hikida. Front
Row: V. Hollingworth, J. Lee. Absent: K. Kavanagh, R. Lindsey.
15
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BIG BAND REPORT

BIG BAND

“Okay, this is the picture". Machine guns blasted away, screams
pierced the darkness, then suddenly lights were flashing and
a police siren was heard in the distance.
M.L.C. Big Band has arrived. Recently returned from their world
tour the Big Band opened at Harry’s Dive with a cabaret show
featuring the notorious Madame La Zonga, Alice and the Springers,
the Divettes, and Harry and the Hepcats. Patrons enjoyed a lavish
three course dinner, then danced away to the fantastic 40’s sound
of the Big Band.
Other outstanding performances this year include the prime
spot at M.L.C. Music Night. The sell-out crowd screamed for “Sweet
Georgia Brown” and a few even fainted in the excitement of
“Master Blaster”.
All in all yet another great year - and from all the band we’d
like to thank Mr Harrison for his rendition of the alphabet “Let’s
take it from A for ‘horses, B for mutton, C for miles . .
his
musical advice (a sforzando should be BA oom BA!), for
introducing us to the most amazing, traumatic and violent board
game - Pictionary, and most of all, for putting up with us
throughout the year. We will all leave M.L.C. Big Band 1990 with
a memory of fun and hard work, and a great sense of achievement.
But just a few questions remain:
- “What’s the use of getting sober when you’re gonna
get drunk again?”
And most puzzling of all:
- Why is there a red dot above the picture on the “Harry’s
Dive” jumper?
Beatrice Sicouri and Yolande Caruso

Back (left to right): G. Stoyanoff, K. Bator, N. Garde, J. Maine,
C. Henning E. Yuncken, R. Gregg F. Hopkin, B. Sicouri. Front:
S. Holthouse, V Heitman, Y. Caruso, M. MacGill, J. Repacholi, G.
Musk, A Whitehead.

INTERMEDIATE STRINGS REPORT
Help! We need inspiration!
What is there to write about Intermediate Strings that is new?
With orchestra in full attendance (!!) each week we practise long
and hard. (Actually we only go there for the junk machine at
break!) At ten to five each Monday afternoon you will hear the
stomping of feet and such remarks as “The machine’s eaten my
money. Can you lend me twenty cents?” “But we heard all this
last year!” we hear you cry.
Don’t worry. Seriously there have been many new things
happening. People said we sounded in-tune at Music Night, a
feat for the records. We liked our playing too, and our numerous
community concerts proved successful. We look forward (!?)
to College Sunday and Speech Night.
Many former-members have been promoted to Senior Strings,
and a giant influx of Year 8’s has boosted the cello count to
8, opposed to only 6 violins. The 2 violas have finally sorted
out the problems of no instruments!
However, the best arrival has been Ms Dillon, our new
conductress, giving Mrs Bishop a well-earned rest. (We think
we wore her out!)
Thanks to Ms Dillon for all the work, and the efforts that
she made to harness our wild playing and unruly behaviour!
Hope the bunch next year is as good as this one!
Josie Brooke & Chiara Bussey

INTERMEDIATE STRINGS
Back (left to right): M. Evans, S. Gardiner, J. Brooke, K. Orr,
T. Li, A Robbins. Front: K. Brittlijje, J. Ng J. Ng T. Doncon. Absent:
M. Connor, L. Campbell, E. Honey, R. Mitra, J. Hewitt, M. Wong
C. Bussey, S. Kulaendra, S. Khong L. Rigden.
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“Singing is speech made musical, while dancing is the body
made poetic.”
— Ernest Bacon

SCHOOL PLAY REPORT — ‘MONEY TALKS’
The school play of 1990 ‘Money Talks’ speaks for itself. Involving
a cast too numerous to mention, the play was successfully
produced an co-ordinated by Mrs Lois Joll and Miss Melissa Carter,
with the expertise of musical director Greg Schultz and the
loveable, unavoidable choreographyer, Bianca Mitford-Henry and
stage manager Keryn Wright.
The cast apart from being unavoidable were all too ready
to participate. The shrill cries of the theme song ‘Money Talks’
rang high and low throughout the Wool Pavilion as well as the
entirity of the M.L.C. campus.
The undying dedication of the six leading cast members was
obviously appreciated in the long run. An abundant selection
of complimentary reports towards the play was received by
numerous cast members.
Although one wonders
how, we feel this year’s
production has outdone
and outsung the marvels
of last year’s performance
of ‘Jabberwocky’.
Sincere thanks to all
involved and success for
next year!
A Lotbringer,
S. Joyce and Co.
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YEAR 12 BALL REPORT
With green cotton laid aside for black velvet,
ponytails abandoned for chignons and brown
clodhoppers forgotten for unsteady stilletoes, Year
12 and their ‘men’ whisked into the Hyatt Regency
for a night of glamour, sophistication and style. July
the 28th was a perfect night for a group of great
friends to spend time together and the event really
highlighted the closeness of this year’s Year Twelves.
Much of the night’s success must be attributed
to its organisers Adi, Lena (often an unsung hero)
and Mrs Telfer whose efforts ensured the realisation
of the great expectations held by most.
A ball they called it and a ball we had.
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YEAR 12
eally, what can we say but - we came, we saw, and the school
foundations won’t ever be the same again! Everyone seemed
R
to have looked forward to the almighty privileges of Year 12.
Unfortunately our hopes of bar fridges, waffle irons and
microwaves were soon replaced with colonies of ‘breeding’
coffee mugs - each containing the remnants of the last caffeine
fix, or 2 minute noodle break, and a healthy crop of mould.
N.B. If anyone has located the open 6 month old carton of
‘SO GOOD’ which apparently escaped the realms of Sumner
House of its own accord, approach it with caution - as the health
department warns it would be dangerous.
ur achievements this year have been many and varied with perhaps the greatest satisfaction coming in the
celebration of our victories as a close-knit group. The strivers
and achievers in our midst (of which there were many), spurred
the more sluggish along. As could be seen by the huge band
of supporters cheering the Year 12 Medley Swim Team as they
came so close to beating the record at the State School Girls’
Competition, and led the school to a starry second place in
the Inter-School Swimming - with the help of the other Year
12’s in the squad.
here have been many individuals whose dedication and
determination has led them to victory this year, both in the
Arts and the Sport arena. The Year 12 contingent of the choir
tour appear to have hit Sydney like a Tornado and while House
Ac. and P.E. attendance have declined sharply as Mocks approach,
Year 12 leadership has led many of our Inter-School sporting
teams to victory.
iny Teddy Cakes - the ritual for so many birthdays, provided
much needed sugar aishes to replace the energy used during
the necessities of Year 12 life, i.e. gossip, swapping ball photos
(and on some occasions - boyfriends!) and climbing the endless
flights of stairs up to our ‘Palace in the Sky’ - (well the top
of Sumner anyway).

O
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ro-one has quite worked out why they call our much sought
J after gossip sessions ‘Private Study’, or why period 1 starts
so early in the morning (especially in winter), but what we
do know is that everyone seems to think we’ve jumbled our
priorities. So what if we put Social Life before Study - we’re
just following alphabetical order. It’s a pity though that we are
only discovering now, that 2 days study vac isn’t quite long enough
to learn a whole year’s work!
verything up to the 28th of July seemed to pale into
insignificance beside the ball, much to the dismay of our
teachers, so much so that they had to set aside another page
in the Collegian just for news of the ball. Our sincere thanks
go to Mrs Telfer, Adi and Lena for organizing what was for many,
the night of their lives.
ometimes you have to get where you’re going to see where
you’ve been - we’ve been through so much in the last five
years, but only now is it possible to look back and laugh at
things that seemed so tragically important then. We’ve grown
and we’ve learned - probably a lot more than the school will
think they’ve taught us. But we’re starting a new journey now
- in search of our identities.
here are so many experiences that have amassed together
to create the many coloured impressions that we so fondly
refer to as ‘Year 12’. But perhaps the most lasting impressions
of all are those that have been made by the friends and peers
who we have spent so much time with during the past five
years. As the first leg of our journey of life nears its end, it
seems the most important lessons of all have been those learnt
from one another. . .
"Some people come into our lives, and quickly go;
Some stay for awhile, touch our hearts, and we are
never the same."

E
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T

Lisa Miller (and many others)
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YEAR 11
On the 31st of January,
1990, we finally made it to
. . . SUMNER HOUSE. This is
where
our
Year
11
experiences began.
Spirits and excitement
were high as M.L.C. came the
closest yet to the undefeatable (well until next
year) St. Mary’s at the InterSchool Swimming. The Year
ll’s became celebrities in the
pool as did the cheerleaders
in the stands.
From Green & Gold to the
Black & Gold, from
excitement to deprivation,
those who were brave
(stupid?) faced the legendary
Cliffy Head and Walpole,
OUTWARD BOUND. Fond
memories of macaroni cheese, tuna, sultanas, biwys, ticks, vege
balls, waterproof pants (or the lack of them), the ground,
ridiculously heavy packs, abseiling, the ropes course and toilets
(?) in the ground. But despite all this, the friendships and the
laughs are something well never forget.
From physical strain to mental strain; our first mid-term exams
were upon us. But we fought through amongst the preparation
for Harry’s Dive and the endless choir rehearsals. Both
performances were successful aided by the talent of our many
Year 11 muso’s.
Just when we thought rehearsals were over, Keira boomed
out yet another legendary note of Money Talks. Year 11,
representing a large percentage of the cast (with some very
revealing moments!) contributed to yet another successful school
play.
We marshalled the gym, hosted Kobe College, proved our
insanity in Theatre Sports and won the Cross Country pennant
yet again - but the question we’ve all been asking is when
do we get to use our SELF-DEFENCE?
It’s been a fantastic year and special thanks go to Mrs Rigden
and our Year 11 form teachers.
N.B.: The details of the River Cruise are classified.
Suzanne O’Connell, Caddie Pyett, Ingrid Mansell
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YEAR 10
The Year 10 girls have spent this year organising themselves
for the next two years of their lives, and managing, at the same
time, to get the most out of this year with participation in all
aspects of school life. Year 10 has been a demanding year
academically but we have managed to put our stress aside and
fit in a variety of sporting, artistic and other activities.
Many of our year took part in the school production of Money
Talks and it was great fun to watch friends singing, acting and
dancing, as well as helping backstage with make-up and costumes.
In the middle of term three, we were visited by many Japanese
exchange students from Kobe College - some of whom stayed
with Japanese language students in Year 10. We were very sad
to see them go after only two weeks but as Hemah Sakarapani
has been in Japan for 6 months on an exchange; she can give
us news of our Japanese friends.
We are all stoked at the prospect of work experience because
we have spent so much time this year on career goals and subject
choices, and are anticipating learning a lot from it.
Another highlight of Year 10 was the social. We all managed
to have a really fun night despite a light run in with the D.J.
over the playing of John Farnham. The dark corners were a hive
of activity but the parents still complained about the lack of
work they had due to our good behaviour. Thanks must go to
Mrs Hardy for this memorable occasion.
At the end of term 2 some of u;i were lucky enough to go
on the Sydney Choir Tour with the College Choir, and others
are looking forward to the New Zealand Ski Trip at the end
of Term 3Our major fundraising event this year is the Christmas Fete
in November to raise money for Social Services.
Georgiana Kirkham (and various others)
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YEAR 9
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Running up three flights of stairs, losing locker-keys and putting
our bags in the wrong places were all “memorable” aspects
of Year 9.
However, the satisfaction of not having to put away the chairs
after assembly and graduating from the babies to the toddlers
- was overwhelming, and made up for the monotonous stairs
and countless floors of Connell House.
The Inter-House Swimming was one of the first highlights
of our year, with competition running high and enthusiasm
infectious.
Aid Week was very successful, with the Year 9’s adopting the
theme of stalls. Everyone was innovative and keen to participate.
Due to the effort of all, a large sum of money was raised and
was given to the Tji-Tji club.
Once again M.L.C. won the Inter-School Cross Country and
the Year 9’s took their pennant. A large amount of effort and
team spirit went into the successful performance - not to mention
Mr. Stanton’s brilliant coaching techniques.
The Inter-House and Inter-School Athletics went off very well
with a continuous competitive spirit in every aspect of the sport.
Well done and thanks to all who were involved.
Throughout the second term and into the third, Year 9’s
attended Ballroom Dancing lessons which eventually resulted
in a Prom held on the 18th of August. Everyone, particularly
the prefects, had a terrific time - the idea of Queen and King
of the Prom, Angela Rule and Andrew Madams, went off extremely
well and everyone enjoyed the evening immensely.
Overall, Year 9 has been a great year and many new experiences
have been had. The continual help and support from Mrs House
was very much appreciated and many thanks go to her.
Kerry Bath
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YEAR 8
1990 What a year! We were late into classes, confused teachers’
names, misread timetables, lost locker keys and got lost in school
grounds. After a while we organised ourselves and remembered
people’s names and where we were!
We soon found out about the Swimming Carnivals. Our year
group was very strong with Alison Heitman and Jane Rhodes,
both from Athens.
The Inter-House Athletics were very challenging, with all the
houses finishing close together. Athens then Olympia, Troy, Rome,
Sparta and Corinth.
This year we went on a camp to Waroona. We were fed gourmet
food - “chicken feather soup” and “cockroach pie". We walked
too much, camped out and experienced hard physical activities
- like horseriding, swimming and other things. We enjoyed our
camp but were eager to arrive home and retire in front of the
good ‘ol’ television!
We had an “Open Day” on the 16th August which was lots
of fun. There were contributions from all the departments and
we had a great day.
The Year 8 Social was a success and we raged all night long.
We prepared ourselves all afternoon and were dressed by seven
o’clock. We invited lots of schools and had a wonderful time.
This year has been really great with many Year 8’s experiencing
new challenges and ‘striving for the highest’ and we hope to
see many good years ahead of us.
Catherine Stewart
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S.R.C. REPORT
The S.R.C. meetings were scheduled for once a month behind
the doors of Room 52 and in the hands of the Head Girl, Adrienne
Mansell. The change brought about within the council itself this
year to improve efficiency, was the introduction of an S.R.C.
suggestion book for every year in every form. This proved quite
effective for the amount of suggestions put through. Suggestions
through the S.R.C. are aimed at making the school community
more efficient yet enjoyable environment for the pupils.
This year was a difficult one in view of the council wanting
major changes due to the building of the new hall but we
managed to put through several alterations successfully. One
major issue rought forward by the council was the debate on
the school colours. It was seen by several students that these
colours were too easy to obtain and the situation was looked
at by Heads of Houses.
Other successful suggestions ranged from general cleanliness
of the school to the introduction of an Arts Trophy (thanks
to our Arts Captain, Sally Broun) and being able to wear shirts
without blazers with the winter uniform.
Congratulations to all students who participated in the S.R.C.
body of 1990 and best wishes for those to be involved in it
next year.
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Dianne Claffey

CHAPLAIN’S REPORT
1990 has been a full year with some very high points. In
particular, AID WEEK was most successful due to the enthusiasm
of both staff and students. Our project this year was the support
of the Tji Tji Club at Waroona which provides a challenging
vacation programme for aboriginal children in the far north of
WA. Delphone Stanford and the Rev’d Trevor Holmes of the
Aboriginal and Islander Christian Congress of the Uniting Church
visited the school on a number of occasions and helped us
to understand much of aboriginal culture. Special thanks must
go to Mrs Leoni who intitiated the project and also the the
Social Service prefects Lena Teo and Beatrice Sicouri. It is
important to note that Lena, in order to support the programme
forwent a trip to Sydney with the College Choir. In all a stun
of $2625 was contributed to the Aid Week project.
BOARDERS’ CHAPEL also saw a successful innovation this year
with the introduction of a special Evening Service once each
term. This enabled a fuller service with on one occasion the
Year 8 Choir singing, and on another visiting speakers from the
World Hunger Organisation.
THE PEER SUPPORT PROGRAMME in the Boarding House
has had its most successful year to date with a particularly fine
team of leaders and now appears to be firmly established.
The revised RELIGIOUS EDUCATION syllabus has now
achieved its first full year of implementation across all five years
of the secondary school and is working well.
The Year CHAPEL SERVICES involvement with both senior
school and junior school in CAMPS, the PASTORAL CARE of both
students and staff continue, and the school community is called
to function as a community of care under God. May it continue,
and may God continue to bless us in the years to come.
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Lindsay Purdie, Chaplain
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MOCK TRIALS
In this year’s Mock Trial Competition two talented teams of
M.L.C. girls presented a very impressive display of advocacy and
role-play. Taking the roles of barristers, witnesses and courtorderlies, the teams consisting of Year 11 and 12 girls took part
in a series of simulated court cases in Perth’s Central Law Courts.
M.L.C. representing either the plaintiff or the defence in cases
against other participating schools, took on the roles of accused
drug dealers, shop-lifters and car accident victims, as well as
an able defence or attack being mounted by our supporting
barristers and solicitors. M.L.C. achieved very well in their second
year of participation, Team II making it to the Quarter Finals.
Much thanks must go to Mrs Stein whose organization enabled
us to participate in this year’s Mock Trial Competition. Best of
luck for the future, may justice prevail.
Catherine Pyett and Sally Broun
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YOUNG ACHIEVERS
MOCK TRIALS

This year’s Young Achievement venture provided a change in
lifestyle for the fifteen Year ll’s involved. ENVO was established
in March and the torment and excitement which lay ahead of
us was unknown at the beginning of the twenty-eight weeks’
work.
With the help and sponsorship of the Parmelia Hilton, we
cautiously selected a product we wished to market. Our advisors
at the Parmelia offered us insight into the establishment and
running of our business which sold tie-dyed socks. We had many
heated arguments over packaging, elastic bands, strategies and
other decisions.
We have all felt that ENVO has turned out to be very successful,
probably as a result of long, late Tuesday night meetings at the
Hilton, a successful Trade Fair of Forrest Chase and a lot of hard
work. The liquidation of our company was relieving and sad,
but the experience of running a business was beneficial to all
members. We would like to thank the Parmelia Hilton, Mrs Fisher
and Mrs Stein for their invaluable support.
Rachelle Meyers (Managing Director ENVO, Y.A)

Back (left to right): S. Nind, K. Robinson, S. Broun, K. Rattigan,
M. McGeachie. Front: A Lewis, N. Jensen, C. Montgomery, B.
Starcevich, C. Henning.
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OUR FINNISH EXCHANGE STUDENT
My name is Maija Rantanen and I’m an exchange student in
M.L.C. I come from Finland which is far far away on the other
side of the world from Australia. So far my year has been absolutely
brilliant here (thanks to those who threw so many parties) and
I’ve still 4 months left before I have to go back home. I find
there is a big difference between a school here and in Finland
because there are so many activities in M.L.C. For example during
the last holidays I went down to Sydney with the College Choir
where we had a hot time together and we got to sing in the
Sydney Opera House. Just before this tour I spent one week
in Kalgoorlie with some exchange students which was an
excellent trip as well. Tire exchange club called AFS through
which I came here is really active in Australia.
When I go back to Finland in January I’ll have to finish Vh
years of school before my final exams. In Finland the high school
lasts 3 years altogether and the students are 19 years old before
they begin university.
I’ve been staying with a host family for a whole year in Australia
and all of them (parents and 4 daughters) are the nicest people
in the whole world. Otherwise I don’t really miss my parents
and friends in Finland because I’m EXTREMEEf busy all the
time by doing many different activities. Hopefully I’ll pick up
a very strong Aussie accent by the end of the year because I
reckon you guys sound really groovy.
Well I’m sure it won’t be easy to say good-bye to you and
all the staff at M.L.C. as I’ve spent so many good times with
you. I’ll miss you all very much!
Let’s keep in touch!
Love always,
Maija
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OUR JAPANESE EXCHANGE STUDENT
Hi! My name is Asako Natatani. I come from Japan. I’m staying
here for six month (until the end of this year). I like sports,
especially basketball. In Japan I belong to a basketball club and
practise three or four days a week. Before I left Japan my Mum
said to me “A magazine says that Perth is the most beautiful
city in the world” so I was looking forward to coming to Perth.
And when I first came here I thought that Perth was a very
beautiful city!!
My first impression of M.L.C. was ‘everyone is kind and very
friendly!!’ I’m glad that I came here and met you. I love the
view of the Swan River from M.L.C. because Japanese rivers are
not so beautiful.
I love Japan but I also love Australia.
I want to experience many things that I can’t experience in
Japan and make many friends here.
Asako Natatani

’
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Unfortunately, many people had packed a little too much in
their back packs, and moans from aching shoulders could be
heard along the track. Everyone was exhausted when we finally
arrived there but we were rewarded by a refreshing swim in
Nanga Brook. We set up our biwys where we spent a freezing
cold night. In the morning we were woken by the kookaburras
accompanied by Mr Harrison playing his trumpet!
Horse riding was an exhilarating experience! During our ride
through the bush, we were taught how to trot, canter and how
to command our horses by tightening and slackening the reigns.
This camp was thoroughly enjoyed by all and a lot was gained
by everyone. Thanks again to all the teachers who helped make
this camp possible.

THE GREAT OUTDOORS
The Year 8 Camp at Forest Edge Waroona
With Ms Fletcher sick and still a lot of organizing to do, the
Year 8’s nearly lost their camp. Thanks to the help of some
members of staff and Mrs Silbert, as Head of Year 8, we finally
got the show on the road.
On Monday 19th, a group of noisy Year 8’s piled onto the
bus destined for Forest Edge, Waroona. Despite the rule - ’no
lollies or other goodies allowed’, a feast of chocolates, lollies,
biscuits and other goodies was shared during our two and a
half hour journey! We were all very excited to be going to Forest
Edge and some kept their eyes on the window waiting for the
first glimpse of it.
Many activities were accomplished during our five day stay,
a lot of them being new experiences to us. They included horse
riding, water skiing, wind surfing, canoeing, archery, a visit to
a dairy farm, a flying fox, art and a one night campout under
the stars! For these we were divided into twelve groups, each
group having a different activity each day.
All of the water sports were carried out on the Waroona Dam.
Canoeing was great fun. After paddling around for a while, we
rowed our canoes down the dam to a place where we all had
a swim. Even Ms Watson’s dog, Albert, was given several rides
up and down the dam in a canoe one morning! The depth
of the water was over twenty metres and was freezing.
Water skiing was one of the most popular activities, although
most of the time was spent in the water, body bashing rather
than on the skis! Wind surfing was another great sport. Balancing
on the board proved to be quite difficult for some, but when
you got the hang of it, it was really fun. At the conclusion of
the above activities, damper was cooked for morning or afternoon
tea.
During art, under Mr Garde’s expert guidance, using the
different mediums in painting, we painted atmospheres. We
discovered that different techniques produce various effects, for
example cross hatching and scrumbling. On top of these
paintings, we drew sketches of the bush thus creating a picture
of our surroundings.

Julie Ng

M.L.C. SKI TRIP 1990
Turoa Skifield, Mt. Ruapehu, New Zealand
“Ski the Extreme” was the catchcry as the M.L.C. Skiers enjoyed
the best North Island snow season for 10 years. Cheaper prices,
less crowded slopes and the longest ski runs in Australasia makes
Turoa Skifield an attractive alternative to the eastern states
skifields. Unlike previous years, every ski trail was open, making
available a wide variety of options. The standard of skiing amongst
amongst the M.L.C. students was impressive, with all girls
managing the “top of the T-Bar” by the third day on the slopes,
and some even tackling the odd dreaded “Black slope” — the
colour coding for the most difficult trails. After skiing all day
on the mountain, you had a choice of 3 trails to ski the final
kilometre or so back to the bus. Once back at Ohakune, and
our ski lodge, “The Hobbitt”, it was usually a dash to the hot
spa to sort out all the aching muscles that skiing always seems
to uncover.
Apart from skiing, a day was spent white water rafting on
the Tongariro River — 86 rapids covered in 3 hours, followed
by a relaxing swim in the natural hot spring water baths. A bush
walk (“tramping” as the Kiwis call it), watching the spectacular
bungy jumpng, and a stopover at scenic Lake Taupo were also
enjoyed.
The 1990 Ski Trip marks the third M.L.C. visit to Ohakune,
and many friendships were renewed between the staff — Sarah
Fletcher, Nic Sofoulis and Kim Harrison and the locals who always
go out of their way to welcome the M.L.C. students. The manager
of “The Hobbitt”, Phil Jackson, predicts 1991 to be an even better
season for skiing, so no doubt next year we will hear the familiar
call of Ski Fever manager Mark Sandiford — “ ... another awesome
day on the mountain”.
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After a few practice shots, we all went for our first archery
certificates. Chris’ careful explaining of the archery techniques
ensured that we all passed at least level one.
Led by Mr Harrison and Terry, we set off on a ten kilometre
hike to the campsite where we were to make camp that night.
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YEAR 12 LITERATURE CONFERENCE
On May 4th, 60 Year 12 Literature students and 5 teachers
set off for a literary weekend at Woodman Point.
The theme of the conference was Women’s Issues, focusing
on feminist readings of several TE.E. texts. Margaret MacIntyre
(the chief examiner in English) gave a provocative and stimulating
session on Hedda Gabler, while Delys Bird (Coordinator of
Women’s Studies, U.WA) discussed concepts of gender in relation
to Wuthering Heights. Dr Geoff Cooper, whose book is soon
to be published, ran a session of textual analysis, so the weekend
obviously provided lots of “inspiration” for T.E.E.
The weekend, however, was not entirely academic and
included a dramatised interpretation of Hamlet (a pity about
Brendon Kennedy, but Rick was fine) as well as a concert which
was certainly a highlight. The winning item was a saucy look
at Oedipus Rex and another highlight was that great soapie,
Wuthering Heights. There was also a quiz with the difficulty
of questions leaving some of us with bribery as our only hope
of winning.
During the time allocated for “study”, some of us found we
had an untapped passion for bushwalking, managing to find
a “secret garden” among many other inspirational aspects of
the surrounding bushland.
Thanks to all the Lit teachers for providing us with an
entertaining and stimulating weekend.
Paige Hawkins

ART CAMP REPORT
One day we trundled off to Myalup, miles away from Harvey.
We ate, we drank, we attempted to sing, we ate, we talked, we
meditated, we walked along scenic beaches, we ate, we drove,
we got lost in Harvey although there are only two streets, we
ate, we pestered passengers with tiny teddies. Then we drew
a bit.
We had a footle of a time. Here is one of our many horrendous
songs:
I woke up this morning
and I thought I must be dreaming.
You may not believe it
but this is what I saw.
Jen and Em were spaced.
Sarah was a nutcase.
John had begun to meditate.
Anna ate before grace.
Verity kept the pace
and Fleur and Bee were looking ace.
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HARRY’S DIVE
The night was black as velvet and the air was hill of anticipation
and excitement. The guests arrived in all their finery and were
transported back to the steamy 50’s night club of Harry’s Dive.
The audiences were entertained by the likes of Madam La
Zonga (Jade Sedevic), Alice (Tamara Hunter) and the Springers,
the Divettes (Merryn Seymour, Mmessa Milner and Lena Teo)
and of course, Harry (Nicole Winkler) and the Hepcats.
The tantalizing three course meal served by the very efficient
Year 11 waitresses (only a few plates were dropped!) was
complimented by the glittering caberet show of blues, jazz and
rock and roll.
Tire Media and Art Departments made the night spectcular
by effective slides, sound effects and silhouettes.
The guests then danced the night away to the sweet souled
sounds of the Harry’s Dive Big Band, conducted by the world
renowned Hip Hoppin’ Kim Harrison, with a selection of 50’s
music to really get down to boogie to!
A big thanks must go to the M.L.C. kitchen staff, the waitresses,
the Media and Art Departments, Mr Harrison and Ms Eddington
for their invaluable help and organization which made Harry’s
Dive a huge success!!

Tamara Hunter and Sophie Holthouse
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ATHENS OFFICIALS

Athens has showed a mixed bag of talents this year, ranging
from first to various other places in-between. Our first main
achievement came in the House Singing & Drama. Our House
Play “Dogg’s Our Pett” by Tom Stoppard, gained first place and
our Choir did well to come fourth. Congratulations must go to
everybody who was in the play, especially our directors Donelle
Gillam and Fleur Buttsworth.
Our other big success this year came in the Inter-House
Athletics. Despite some very tough competition, Athens came
first with individual places gained by A. Heitman, V Heitman,
J. Millington and the Year 9’s who won their pennant. We also
did well in the Netball, Basketball and hopeftrlly we will gain
a place in the Softball matches to come.
At this point I’d like to thank all of the form teachers who
helped and supported us in many and various events. Thanks
must go to Mr Broderick, Head of Athens and Ms Henderson
who filled in while Mr Broderick was away. Also I must show
my appreciation to Dianne Claffey, Sports Captain, Sarah Joyce,
Arts Captain and Fiona Hopkin, House Secretary, who despite
not always getting much recognition, did a lot of “behind the
scenes” work. Athens would not have done so well without
them. The other respective Form, House, Sports and Arts Captains
also did a fantastic job and were great support to the Year 12
Captains.
I have had great honour in captaining such a fantastic house
and must wish you all the very best of luck next year. I’m sure
you can gain the same, if not more, achievements next year.
However, remember it’s not necessarily the winning that counts
but the participation, enjoyment and most importantly the House
Spirit.

(Left to right): S. Joyce (Arts), S. Janney (Captain), D. Claffey
(Sports).
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Back row (left to right): V Kirby, Z. Muller, N. Hudson, S. Joyce, G. Cohen, R. Sandford, K. Hocking C. Johnston, L. Miller, £ Woodhouse,
K Bator, C. Godden. Middle row: K M. Kato, H. S. Wai, M. Ho, C. Dunn, F. Rae, A Snell, D. GiUam, S. JanneyJ. Ingram, V Williams,
S Salleh A Dean K Browne, K L. Wai. Front row: J. Chong K. Newton-Smith, C. Ladyman, R. White, T. Forsyth, K. McGinniss,
I Miller’N, Kato, T. Prince, K Pipe, F. Hopkin, £. Hill, K Newman, V Milner, R. Wright, N Wilson. Absent: F. Buttsworth, D. Clajfey,
J. Hamilton, B. Klinger, S. A Lee, B. Rocchi, G. Stoyanoff, H. L. Wai,J. Chong J. Hulbert, C. McKinnon.

ATHENS JUNIOR
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Back row (left to right): I. Buttsworth, A Tait, A Lohman, M. Oakey, J. Brooke, A Harper, N. Churchill, H. Hammond, £. Godden.
Third row: M. John, R. Hudson, R. Lindsey’, J. McGullagh, K. Slater, H. Athanasiou, £. Wheeler, K. Williamson, S. Beagley, S. Collinson,
£. Ho, K. McPharlin, J. Bennett, £. Thom, N. Gillam, L. Rule, A Rule. Second row: 5. Low, D. Medhurst, N. Lawidjaja, R. Lloyd, C.
Franklin, P. Lindsay MacFadyen, P. Ho, F. Jones, V Heitman, S. Hamilton, C. Goh, M. Adams, C. Teljer, B. Lukin, T. Fiegert, J. Millington,
K. Wright. Front row: K. McDonald, J. Bootle, P. Skurulis, S. Nicholas, A Heitman, £. Stanley, V. Hannan, M. Fowler, Z. Phelan, N.
Hopps, A Law, G. Stevens, £. Stoyanoff, E. Guilfoyle, L. Newton-Smith, M. Powell. Absent: 5. Liggins, K. Orr, S. Brown, K. Ho, V. Honey,
J. Jackman, S. Tyson, M. Williams, £. Athanasiou, B. Leonard, J. Rhodes, P. Stroud, A Wilkie.
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CORINTH OFFICIALS

Corinth has done well in both Sport and the Arts for InterHouse this year. Inter-House Diving set a positive standard with
Clare Grocock (Year 9) and Peta Ruhen (Year 12) gaining a third
and a second place respectively, and in Inter-House Swimming,
Year 11 and Year 9 gained first places, and a second place for
Year 8.
Out of the water and into the Gym, Cara Syminton (Year 8)
gained first place as Junior Gym Champion and Isobel Lyall (Year
10) gained first place as the Senior Champion.
Into Second Term, sport moved to the top, middle and lower
field in which Corinth as a house managed a commendable
first place in Hockey and Tennis, a shinning 3rd place in Volleyball
and a valiant 5th place in Basketball.
Term 3 sport was ideal for the long distance runners of Corinth.
Inter-House Cross Country, Sarah Fisher (Year 10) came 2nd,
Ingrid Mansell (Year 11) 2nd place and Shane Sheppard (Year
12) came third. The Fun Run was an excellent opportunity to
prove that purple DOES stand out in the crowd and the Corinthian
Spirit really does exist.
We not only showed our independence as United Punks during
the Annual Inter-House Athletics, but also our good
sportsmanship in our valiant effort, alack, bringing us 6th place.
Inter-House Singing & Drama gave Corinth a chance to express
an individual side of the house. Although not gaining a place
for the Singing, I hope the House enjoyed it as much as I did.
Sonia Blair saved the day directing the House Play which gained
a second place. Well done to
Ingrid Mansell, the Mime
Producers, Sonia and the cast and
the choir.
Let nothing disturb the young
Corinthians’ spirit. Through the
year, we have had numerous
excellent results and obvious
upcoming talent in the next few
years to look forward to. All the
best to those who gained places
and won races, but just as
important, to those who made
‘teams’ or simply ‘gave it a go’
for Corinth.

(Left to right): S. Blair (Arts), M. Wright (Captain), E. Sutherland
(Sports).
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Merrilee Wright
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Back row (left to right): 5. Cox, T. Green, K Robinson, S. Quinlivan, M. RaJitanen, M. McLagan, E. Waldron, C. Nield, J.Adrian
N. Priestly. Middle row: V Hollingworth, T. Van Heemst, T. Whitehurst, A Mansell, E. Sutherland, S. Blair, M. Wright, S. Sheppar ,
P. Ruhen K Sewell, G. Evans, C. Pal, M. Douglas. Second row: C. Plains, I. Bray, S. Sun, K. Blesing E. Raaff, J. Blizard, J. Deutscher]
D. Hooper, A Salmon, E. Murray, C. Smith, H Roberts. Front row: N. Winkler, A Oszurkiewicz, H. Teo, W Wong I. Mansell, B.
Syminton, B. Allen, L. O'Brien, E. Gulland, C. Green, K. Kafetzis, P. Hutoho-Wibaowo. Absent: D. Khoo, I. Lao,J. Tait.

CORINTH JUNIOR
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Back row (left to right): L. Lutz, C. Ramsay, J. Main, A Tarala, A Pyme, M. Argus, C. Yovich, J. Repacholi, C. Lake, £ Browne-Cooper,
M. Donald, M. Evans, I. Lyall, A Ellis, R. Mitra, C. Ozich, J. Campbell, C. Barneston, S. Rose, K Bath, B. Williams, C. Grocock. Middle
row: F. Trended, Z. Bolouri, M. Van De Klundert, J. Harrison, A McLeod, I. Fisher, L. Gob, P. Hooper, M. Chan, S. Epiro, E. Boulter,
V Perera, J. Lao, S. Thomas, N. Alvey, C. Fraser, E. Chua, J. Carson, K Neivton. Front row: A Garde, S. King S. Lord, S. Nazer,
B Mendelsohn B. Hollingworth, C. Taylor, C. Syminton, J. Howard, R. Maddox, P Nankivell, K Marks, V. Carson, A Robbins, C.
Archer, K Moodley. Absent: C. Bussey, T. Kahlert, T. Wong R. Byrne, Y. Lao, J. Showell, N. Stanley, W Wong A Acton, E. Alexander,
R. Angove, S. Boulter, E. Lutz.
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OLYMPIA

Faced with the seemingly impossible uisk or maKing a House
Report original, exciting and innovative I debated writing about
the most exciting topics I know: Mel Gibson, Harrison Ford .
. . however after much consideration I settled on the worthy
topic of House Spirit.
Olympia began the year by winning the Inter-House diving
competition (Captain Anna Lewis) and in my new post as House
Captain I began to look forward to a year of winning House
spirit. Unfortunately the Inter-House swimming forced me to
come back to reality, as Olympia lost the swimming but easily
won the unofficial award for dullest and quietest house.
Disillusioned, shattered, distraught . . . (told you this would
be exciting) my fellow house officials and I set upon the task
of introducing to Olympia that most elusive element ... House
Spirit.
I’m happy to say that this story ends, as all good stories do,
with a happy ending. Olympia, high on House Spirit, came 2nd
in the House Singing competition, won the Inter-House
gymnastics competition and after a brave fight came second to
Athens in the Inter-House athletics by a mere 19.5 points. Olympia
has reached new heights and looks set to go even higher.
The moral of the story: House Spirit is what makes a House
and Olympia has made it.
I’d like to thank all Olympians who sang, acted, mimed,
debated, ran, jumped, threw and cheered for Olympia this year.
Special thanks on behalf of all Olympia to Halesha Burton
(swimming captain), Sally Broun (choir conductress), Nicky
Nesdale (house secretary), Michelle Busch (sports captain) and
Kiersten Gregg (arts captain and drama director). And it’d be
impossible to forget our very own dragon-lady, Mrs Leather, a
fiery Olympian who I could always turn too.

OLYMPIA OFFICIALS
(Left to right): K Gregg (Arts) Y Caruso (Captain) M. Busch
(Sports).

I’ve really enjoyed being House Captain. It’s been a real honour
which I’m grateful for, and I’d like to wish my successor and
all Olympians the best of luck for next year.
May the Spirit live on!
Yolande Caruso
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Back row (left to right): E. Yuncken, S. Nind, P. Vaux, J. Milson, C. Smales, S. Nilan, Y. Caruso, K. Gregg, T. Shepherd, A Lewis,
S. Forbes, B. Starcevich, S. Marsh, H. Burton, S. Broun, N. Jenkins. Middle row: N. Grigg S. O’Connell, K. Rattigan, K. Thomas, D.
Green, R. Honey, P. Sangarananda, E. Lolly, J. Menzies, N. Nesdale, M. Busch, R. Chesney. Front row: S. Holthouse, D. Ingram, L.
Read, ’E. Howe, J. Sedevic, G. Groom, L. Tan, P J. Wovodich, S. Iskra, K Crocker, T. O’Meara, E. Derby. Absent: T. Hunter, L. Wrightson,
R. WangJ. Tai, P. Lim, A Kandasamy, S. Finn, M. MustaffaJ. Viol.

OLYMPIA JUNIOR
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Back row (left to right): I. Balasubramanium, S. Yap, A Sam, R. Li, K. Langlands, A Murray, M. Van Helvoort, L. Sedevic, E. Risinger,
l Busch, E. Lister, E. Carson, L. Chan, J. Nind, H. Mclnnes, K. Vaux, R. Gregg B. Sharman, J. Marcus, K. Shannon. Middle roww:
Y. Caruso, N. Barton, J. Tan, K. Farrelly L. Rigden, K. Williamson, S. Silvalingham, K. Tudor-Owen, D. Hsu, G. Arnold, R. Dow, Y.
Naidoo E Irwin, D. MacKenzie, C. Read, R. Gardiner, K. Thompson, E. Bignell, P. Shute, A Smith, A Verco. Front row: P. Tay K.
Bakker V Shannon, J. Li, S. Williamson, M. Dunlop, M. Sonntag S. White, E. James, J. Green, A Sojoulis, L. Tomkinson, P. Van
Helvoort, N. Branch, A Yem, M. Bowling L. Connolly, T. Capps. Absent: 5. Kumar Green, P. Tay, E. Marshall, D. Mullins, K. Robinson,
J. Hewitt, K. Hill, D. Johnston, J. Law, L. Tey, S. Roberman, E. Honey J. Marcus.
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ROME OFFICIALS
Rome has had varied results in this year’s Inter-House activities.
We started the year with an excellent swimming competition
in which we gained 2nd place (with Kylie Tomich winning the
Year 10 pennant) and in the diving we came a creditable 3rd.
In the athletics we came 4th (with Rebecca Campbell winning
the Year 10 pennant) and gymnastics 5th. Whilst the results were
not that outstanding the house spirit and individual performances
were recognised and greatly appreciated.
The arts festival proved quite successful for Rome and the
house choir, conducted by Alisha Lothringer, received 3rd place
whilst the mime produced by Claire Lasserre and Gaye Jensen
won 1st place. H.L.F. also saw great participation by the Rome
contingent - yet again!!! Well done.
Congratulations must go to Rebecca Campbell who not only
excelled but also showed great house spirit throughout all house
activities.
There are many people I would like to thank for making my
job a lot easier and more enjoyable. Firstly thanks to all the
form, sports and arts captains of each year, secondly thanks to
our brilliant house officials Fiona Paterson (arts), Ronael Hunt
(sports) and Hope Percy (our extra official!!) who have spent
many hours organising and preparing house competition, and
thirdly Mr Beck who has supported the house in every way
possible throughout the year.
I would like to wish next
year’s house officials the very
best of luck. We have passed
onto you the best house (as
the winning of the house
spirit trophy proved) and
don’t let the Spartans try to
tell you otherwise!!!
Best of luck.

(Left to right): F. Paterson (Arts), B. Mitford-Henry (Captain),
R. Hunt (Sports).
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Bianca Mitford-Henry
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Back row (left to right): A Lothringer, A Dalzell, J. Rees, C. Montgomery, B. Mitford-Henry F. Paterson, H. Percy, S. Nanda, A Harvey,
S. Bell. Third row: L. Campbell, R. Hunt, A McIntyre, P. Monaco, L. Crombie, C. Bowey S. Sakarapani, G. Jenzen, J. Winnett. Second
row: J. Girdlestone, C. Lasserre, G. Gliddon, S. Lee, V. Alfonsi, H. Exeter, S. Wan, V. Prajugo, C. Pyett, B. Court. Front row: C. Henning
A Frost, E. Freeman, M. Keong K. Wright, F. McLennan, N. Troy, L. Toms. Absent: C. Palmer, P. Yip. G. Yeo, G. Quek, W Chao.

ROME JUNIOR
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Back row (left to right): S. Sheehan, R. Crook, J. Franklin, N. Wilson, L. Munro, K. Ridley, L. Rudrum, K. Dlazell, S. Gardiner, S.
Wisbey, A Macfie, A Bowey, S. Williams, B. Campbell, K Gardiner, K. Tomich, K. Duane, P. Kirby, L. Jackson, N. El-Mugheiry D.
Scott, E. Jefferson. Middle row: E. Gare, S. Sutherland, K. Sanderson, E. Kelemen, M. Klinger, A Hung K. Hooker, M. MacGill, E.
Reilly, A Diffen, S. Downing S. Markham, T. Meade, E. Donaldson, T. Southcombe, N. Trenorden, C. Nicholson, L. Chen, D. Telford,
C. Hirayama, M. Tan, A Rowe, R. Sippe. Front row: R. Heame, E. Stewart, J. Downes, K. Crockenberg M. Hasson, G. Gardiner, R.
Wisbey, M. Gunn, K. Girdlestone, B. Sneddon, S. Lasserre, C. Wong. Absent: H. Sakrapani.
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SPARTA OFFICIALS
(Left to right): A Gaynor (Arts), A Kirkham (Captain), V
Sainsbury (Sports).

In their prime, Spartan armies were virtually unbeatable and
the discipline, training and austerity of Spartans was reknowned
throughout Greece. In 1990, Sparta has combined these roots
with a confidence and enthusiasm which has brought unequalled
success.
Tire year began with first and second places in the InterHouse Swimming and Diving, and continued with more than
favourable results in other House Activities. In Tennis and
Basketball we gained first place, in Volleyabll and Hockey, second
place, in Gymnastics fourth place and in Netball sixth place.
Spartans showed skill, participation and sportsmanship in all
these areas.
Our second positions in the Inter-House Cross Country and
Fun Run were also due to outstanding individual performances
and overall house support. Even before the Athletics season had
begun our successes were being regarded with somewhat
envious eyes, and Rome launched a vigorous anti-Sparta
campaign. This opposition was met with maturity and pride and
all true Spartans realised that clusters of red hearts on stakes
did not represent the real worth of a house.
Sparta exhibited equal success in the Arts field, gaining second
and third positions in the House Mime and Drama. The House
Choir was an enjoyable experience for all involved and I feel
sure that had the competition been judged on smiles, not sound
we would have reached a clear victory.
Much effort went into all the
above activities and many thanks
must go to the producers and
organisers and to all those who
involved themselves so enthusi
astically. I’d like to congratulate the
Year 8 form, in particular, for their
willingness and dedication which
proved an example for us all. Thanks
also to the Arts and Sports Captains,
Andrea Gaynor and Vicki Sainsbury
and to Mrs Clarke, for all their
invaluable help.
Although the Spartan experiences
of many are drawing to a close, they
have been enjoyable and very
rewarding. I’d like to wish Catherine
Williams, Robyn Cail, Naomi Heath
and Rhian Skirving the best of luck
in their leadership of Sparta next
year, but most of all, thank you and
keep up the good work.
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Back row (left to right): K. Gibson, C. Hodge, T. Scott, J. Vandongen, L. Wallis, N. Free, T. Burton, K. Lawn, N. Jensen. Second row:
A Foo, R. Taylor, B. Sicouri, E. Hunt, A Kirkham, A Gaynor, C. Hawker, N. James, S. Lee, E. Setiawan. Third row: C. Chipper, S.
Craze, P. White, J. Ho, N. Heath, R. Meyers, R. Skirving R. Cail, L. Tan. Front row: 5. Lobston, A Whitehead, V Sbeedy N. Pringle,
K. Eu, M. Clark, K. Williams, F. Connor.

SPARTA JUNIOR
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Back row (left to right): L. Pringle, L. McParland, A Foster, C. Shearivood, L. Steivart, E. Payne, B. Robertson, S. McCoubrie, K. MasonHill, J. Wallis, K. Semple, C. Scott, H. Sutherland, S. Crawford, P. Newman, B. Davies, G. Edeson, G. Kirkham, T. Wishaw, M. Connor,
A Jensen. Second row: A Marshall, J. McCoubrie, D. Hsu, K. Bull, A Stewart, N. Adams, K. Griffiths, F. Bennett, M. Marshall, C.
King K. Walter, A Bennett, J. Stanton, C. Senathirajah, K. Inglis, B. Scott, J. Pederick, H. Sounness, K. Candy. Front row: J. Campbell,
S. Cassim, E. Musk, H. Stott, T. Kowalczuk, A Yang A Paterson, M. Chapman, R. Lindsey, C. Robertson, A Caddy, M. Potts, G. QuinConroy E. Fairiveather, C. Stanley-Cary T. Connor, B. Wilson, K. Senathirajah, K. Brittliffe, L. Tan.
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TROY OFFICIALS
(Left to right): F. Schell (Arts), A Fraser (Captain), N. Flamzah
(Sports).

1990 has been a productive and rewarding year for all the
incumbents of Troy. House spirit has been strong and the
competitive nature of the house has shown through. A high
placing in the overall House Cup as well as the individual Arts
& Sports trophies will be the reward, I am sure, for a strong
house effort.
First Term commenced with Troy enthusiastically competing
in sporting events to achieve the placings of equal third in the
diving, spurred on by individual successes by Caroline Roper
(Year 10) who came 3rd, Danielle Leslie (Year 11) 1st, Fiona
Goodridge (Year 12) 3rd and Alizbeth Fraser (Year 12) 1st; 3rd
in the swimming aided by the success of Nicole Garde (Year
10) and Fiona Goodridge (Year 12) who both came 3rd, equal
4th in the volleyball and gloriously, but enthusiastically, 6th in
the tennis.
Troy played winter sports extremely well this year winning
the netball, coming 3rd in the basketball and 6th in the hockey.
We showed our amazing long-distance running ability by winning
the Fun Run and the cross country. With great enthusiasm Troy
came an extremely close-to-second (3.5 points) 3rd in the InterHouse athletic competition.
Individual congratulations must go to Natalie Hood for winning
the Year 9 cross country, Caroline Roper (Year 10) for coming
3rd in the Cross country and athletics and Kylie McGregor (Year
12) for winning the Fun Run and cross country (in record time).
Kylie clenched victory not only for Troy but for Year 12 as well.

Congratulations also to the Year 10 athletes for winning their
pennant - well done.
Troy has more than made their presence felt in the Arts field
this year after triumphantly singing its way into 1st place, under
the able direction ofYvette Ng. Unfortunately our acting abilities
did not extend as far as our voices and despite the enthusiasm
and capability of Fleur we did not make the final cut for the
finals. For the Heather Lamont Festival, I can only predict our
success in relation to our House Spirit and from this I deduce
that Troy will be a force to be recognized!!
The underlying factor of all these achievements which has
maintained the momentum of the House, is the dedication and
leadership of Mrs Skidmore, our new Head of House, and our
valuable House Officials - Nat Hamzah and Fleur Schell and
our form teachers. I would like to thank them for their support
and assistance. A lot more goes into running the house than
meets the eye!!
The future of the House, as I see it, is in good hands, and
I would personally like to wish Melinda and her house officials
as successful a year as Nat, Fleur and I have had. Good luck
Troy. Let’s show them again!
Alizbeth Fraser
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Back row (left to right): G. Musk, B. Corrigan, K. Daniels, J. Santwyk, L. Roberts, K. Speer, E. Pannell, E. Campbell Third row: S.
Chua, K. Russell, F. Goodridge, N. Hamzah, A Fraser, F. Schell, C. Norrish, R. Wilding L. Teo, K. McGregor. Second row: L. Kulaendra,
N. Sexton, A Micha, R. Paget, M. McGeachie, J. Hamilton, G. Susanto, S. E. Kong A O’Connor-Smith. Front row: D. Leslie, J. Abbott,
C. McKinney’, F. Amiadji-Sjamsul, T. Kat, S. Kelly, R. Blick, M. Andrews. Absent: K. Coolhaas, A Freedman, P. Hawkins, A Littlejohn,
N. Milech, Y. Ng D. Oates, A Osboldstone, R. Randell, E. Stewart, M. J. Ng K. Pierse, S. Poole-Johnson, M. Seymour, M. Wheatley,
A Yuen, A Nakatani, S. Moir, K. Kavanagh.

TROY JUNIOR
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Back row (left to right): jS. Gibson, T. Bricknell, D. Jogia, M. L. Ling S. Kulaendra, F. Schuller, S. Robinson, K. Ng H. McKenna,
J. Littlejohn, K. Roberts, S. Thomson, J. Van Der Peyl, Z. Ladyman, A Dickinson, A Davies, H. Oswals, N. Garde, C. Roper, J. McGregor,
T. Hamzah, S. Woo, N. Robinson. Middle row: P. Ong J. Lee, R. Murari, B. Rogers, M. Spence, M. Navaratnum, A Hwang P. Hazlett,
J. Payne, N.Hood, L. Campbell, N. Hamilton, C. Davidson, J. Wilkinson, N. Caro, V Santwyk, A Millar, L. Magnus, D. Lee, J. Davies,
T. Scott, G. Teoh. Front row: K. Santwyk, J. Leung S. J. Kong T. Doncon, V. McCreery P. Skidmore, P. Freedman, J. Wright, M. Tan,
S. Gobby, K. Osboldstone, K. Trend, R. Davidson, C. King. L. Snooke, E. Chong H. Daniels, S. Gosha. Absent: L. Sounness, L. Chew,
V. Rajenthiran, M. Blick, K. Clifton, C. Law, J. Ng J. Ng.
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BOARDERS’ REPORT
1990 was off to a great start, beginning with a closed weekend.
The New Girls’ Concert was held on the 3rd February. A high
standard of entertainment and many laughs were shared by all
with Langsford finishing on top. Sunday saw the Boarders’ Annual
Swimming Carnival kick off to a start, everyone enthusiastically
sporting their house colours. The carnival included races,
‘originals’, bombies and diving. Congratulations to Wesley who,
for the first time, won the trophy!!!
Langsford House enjoyed their house camp to Waroona Forestedge on the 23rd - 25th February. All girls tried their hand
at the flying fox, canoeing, horse-riding, indoor roller-skating
and games. Other houses still have camps yet to come.
Many social events for the year were organised by Mrs Freitag.
These included ice-skating, roller-skating, horse-riding, a visit to
the Fremantle Markets, a picnic at Lesmurdie, Cohuna Wildlife
Sanctuary, the Omni Theatre, Quasar, Botanical Golf, Ballet and
a trip to the football to support the Eagles.
Boarders, in different years, accepted invitations to socials at
Wesley, Hale, Guildford and Aquinas. Many casual evenings with
Scotch and Hale were also held in the Langsford Rec. Room
for Years 8 - 10.
This year saw the beginning of a formal Boarders’ Dinner
each term. Sharon Buchanan, captain of the Australian Women’s
Hockey Team, was a guest speaker at one of those, giving a
talk on “Women in Sport”. Walton House successfully raised
money in order to purchase a new Year 12 television. Other
houses were fortunate enough to obtain new chairs, plants,
typewriters, a sewing machine and a micro-wave. A new bike
shed was also built to house Year 12 boarders’ bikes.
M.L.C. Open Day was held on August 16th and was enjoyed
by all. Langsford Boarding House was open to the general public
and guided tours were given throughout the afternoon.
At present, Year 12’s from each boarding house, are separately
organising their own traditional farewell dinner for their
respective Head of House - an occasion eagerly anticipated by
all involved.
The Year ll’s are currently planning the Year 12 Boarders’
Valedictory Dinner. This year, for the first time, all Year 12 parents
have been invited to share in this very emotional and sentimental
night. We were pleased to have Mrs Chatfield back to M.L.C.
again this year. She received a very friendly welcoming.
Finally, on behalf of all boarders and in particular Wesley House,
we would like to wish Mrs Walsh (Head of Wesley House) the
best of luck in the future and a happy retirement. Thanks for
being a fantastic mistress and friend.
Good luck to all boarders in 1991. Let’s hope it will be as
much fun as this year has been.
Caroline Nield, Lisa Wallis, Louise Crombie

BURNSIDE
T. Whitehurst, Mrs Chatfield, M. McLagan.

WALTON
S. Marsh, Mrs Anderson, P. Vaux

~***W£m

LANGSFORD

WESLEY

L. Wallis, Mrs Frietag L. Crombie.

L. Campbell, Mrs Walsh, C. Nield
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BOARDERS
Back row (left to right): L. Crombie, N. Priestly, R. Hunt, G. Evans, C. Godden, S. Nind, A Littlejohn, K. Daniels, B. Corrigan, T. Green, P. Vaux, C. Johnston, L. WaUes, C. Nield,
L. Campbell, K. Gregg, K. Lawn, T. Whitehurst, F. Schell, S. Marsh, M. McLagan, D. GiUam, E. Sutherland, E. Waldron, E. Sitiawan, C. Nourish, T. Burton. Fourth Row: K. Eu, C.
Smith, M. Leong R. Blick, E. Lally, G. Jensen, S. Lobston, L. Tan, J. Abbott, A Salmon, R. Cail, J. Winnett, A Micha, J. Deutcher, G. McGinniss, C. Ingram, P. White, K. Wright,
T. Paget, J. Hamilton, D. Hooper. Third Row: M. Blick, J. Repacholi, R. Crook, S. Thompson, R. Gregg B. Davies, F. Schuller, T. BrickneU, C. Schultz, J. Littlejohn, K. Williamson,
J. Campbell, J. Oswald, E. Clements, S. Beagley A Foster, J. Nond, K. Vaux, P. Neuman, C. Bametson, K. McPharlin, H. McKenna, E. Godden, P. Kirby, R. Lindsay, K. Duane. Second
Row: H. Daniels, R. Lloyd, J. Pederick, T. Scott, A Hunt, F. Jones, E. Kelemen, R. Dowe, A Rowe, P. Hooper, N. Alvey, S. Markham, S. Thomas, R. Sippe, L. Magnus, V. Heitman,
M. Marshall, K. Griffith, J. Millington, S. Brown, F. Bennett, K. Payne, H. Sounness, B. Williams, T. Fiegert. Front Row: L. Sounness, P Tai, M. Fowler, V. Carson, C. Henderson,
N. Hunt, A Heitman, E. Marshall, C. McDonald, P. Skurulis, C. King E. Hasson, R. Clements, S. King V McCreery C. Sterart, L. Snooke, R. Lindsey, T. Kowalczuk.
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“Poetry is the opening and closing of a door, leaving those
who look through to guess about what is seen during a moment.”
—

Carl Sandburg

Our Worlds
I sit and gaze beyond me,
the world is a globe of glass,
suspended on a single thread.
Thin, ever so thin, and able to snap at the single touch of...
disaster;
war;
destruction.
But that is miles away as I sit peacefully;
admiring and interpreting,
from a land so far beyond one’s humanly possible group.
As I do not exist in your world
and you not in mine,
I am a mere spectator,
seeing you, where you cannot see me.
I sit quietly, patiently and anxiously
Watching the world’s bright mix of colour interact together.
I am not with you,
I am a dream in the clouds.
But now the world is so fickle, deceptive and ugly.
Gruesome shadows loom before me, cruel shapes of grey
Mingling together like fighting dogs.

A Winter’s Journey
As the gypsy wagon pulls away,
It leaves a trail of horse’s hay.
On the icy ground the wooden wheels creak,
And songs of the gypsies float down the street.
The trees are white,
The wagon blue,
And as the stars shower above,
Two young gypsy people fall in love.
It is cold and the ground is damp,
The two young gypsies set up camp.
To show their love and affection,
The two risk life and limb,
And jump through a fire,
On this night so dim.
Then they make their way,
On their winter’s journey.
I sit watching the world pass by,
And next to me sits a young girl.
Her dress and eyes show to me,
She is of the same family,
From that vidid gypsy night,
A gypsy daughter,
So pure and bright.
Her clear, dark complexion bewilders me,
And her eyes, in their uncanny manner, touch me.
Like deep ponds of ivory black water,
Her eyes twinkle knowingly.
They carry her past,
And hold her future.
She has the blood of kings and queens,
And of the greatest traveller.
But now she sits in our world.
And seeks the good not evil,
But all she finds is hate, mistrust and sorrow.
And out of a dying eye,
Trickles slowly a tear,
That makes a muddy pathway.
A glimpse of the future is given,
That of a cold winter’s journey.

The world is a dragon, spitting out its angry flames,
engulfing the world in its own dominating spirit,
of lies and punishment,
Stealing happiness from the peaceful mortals.
Deception grows, as does war,
creeping like bacteria in a dusky comer.
But the world still spins,
in its own cruel way.
Suspended on its single thread of life and love.
Able to break at the touch of ...
disaster,
war;
destruction.
Janette Repacholi - Year 10

Rain
The rain falls gently on the glassy sea.
White waves toss on the horizon
And rejoice in the new life the clouds bring.
Tears of joy brush against uplifted leaves;
Tlie soft, pale grey brings bright, living green.
All creatures are hushed in reverence to the mist
Which brings life to all.
Pelicans sit on the tide-washed rocks
Or glide on the still waters of the estuary
And stretch or preen,
Drinking of the rain.
The world holds its breath
And waits for the blossoming of life.
Inside a house, built to withstand the rain,
People sit and watch a box,
With bright, fictional figures upon it.
One person looks gloomily out the window,
Complains about the drizzle,
And wonders if it will stop long enough
So that he can get some firewood,
The better to ignore the rain.

Joanne Bennett - Year 10

Elizabeth-Kate Gulland - Year 11
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“Poetry is life distilled.’

— Givendolyn Brooks

The Hunted!

Tundra

To Summers Gone By ...
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Razor sharp jibes
And icy locks,
Frozen exteriors
Hide the inner ache.
A jealous wind
Whips relentlessly Tearing, clawing
At the flesh of
Mother and daughter bound together
Yet lost forever,
In the cruel tundra of hate.
Emily Murray - Year 11

The sea slowly rising
to meet the bright globe.
The last of its vibrant rays,
Play through a wonderland trail
of lazy smoke,
Curling and twisting thinly upward
to meet the distant sky.
A sky of colour,
Clouds hand as dreams;
Each one a lingering,
Changing thought.
Reflections of consciousness,
Summer’s dying palette.

It began, in the beginning,
Immediately, unconsciously,
the ill breath of my grim companion
and a hunt never to end.
Thwarted by my progress,
the mishap avoided, keeping my footing
Victorious at my downfalls,
the childhood illness, the broken arm,
Waiting for a chance to set in and begin his destruction.
Life progresses.
Childhood, marriage, maturity the final moment of truth still to come.
The slow decay,
thinning hair, the natural pain of time
And him, still waiting, watching and ready.
His is a constant, slow pursuit,
with no passion or fierceness just the passage of time and a sense of finality.
The Hunter, now the reaper and gatherer
waits patiently, expectantly, until,
my time comes ... and I succumb.
Ashleigh Murray - Year 10

Twilight slides stealthily into the mind;
A change of pace,
A reggae beat.
Senses revel in sultry heat.
Honey is the air I breathe Thick, warm and delectably sweet.
Hands delve into cooling sand,
Fingertips fascinated by every grain.
Dusk is then drawing back
as a curtain to reveal
the succeeding act.

Night takes the stage.
A myriad of stars,
Whirling, twisting, spiralling into the void,
(§> \ Capturing my contented consciousness.
' The cool breath of darkness
swells over my warm, still form,
l Gently coercing my lids
1 to yield, give in, close.
And the mind,
Free of the senses,
Soars with the stars.
Drell

idss

The Freedom
With the setting sun,
She lay down to sleep,
in a cool green pasture,
amid the grazing sheep.
And the darkness descended,
so gradual and calm,
She felt nothing but pleasure
and joy - no alarm.
For death came as Peace,
and her spirit rose and sailed away,
and still it floats free as a cloud
to this very day.
Beautiful colours around her flew
the pale soft shades glistening,
and at last she knew freedom and joy,
in the sound of the soft wind whistling.
Death gave her what life had not.
Free and calm she could be,
and her spirit soared with the freedom,
over the land, and over the sea.
Susie Moir - Year 11

Tainted Onion
Crumbling walls that once stood so strong.
Feeble threads of bliss
Frayed with stale desire.
Tattered dreams
Torn on the thorns of truth.
Happiness soured with twisted lives,
Respect infested with contempt.
Enchantment
Seduction
The burning flame of passion,
Lost Toppled from the pedestal
Of marriage
Left Decaying in the garden
Of love.
Emily Murray - Year 11
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“Conformity is the jailer of freedom and the enemy of growth.”
J. F. Kennedy

—

The Flames of Love
Sparks of green, yellow, red and blue fly from the seductive
flames which are beginning to form from the fire, breaking
through the surface of the rigid wood to perceive what’s beneath.
The flames begin to grow becoming more intense. The colours
dust the starry night, as they prance around, dancing in time
with the wind.
Filling the air with a fiery love and giving off a radiant glow
of warmth and happiness which wraps you up in a blanket of
comfort.
Sitting and watching the fire, the mind wanders. Around and
exploring into the passionate flames. Discovering a new dream,
you’re in a daze, in another world, a world like no other.
A world of love, peace and beauty where no other feelings
exist. Where the air is full of this sweet smell, and you can
breathe it in to fill your lungs.
The flames of love innocently flirt with the night but soon
slowly start to die, gradually fading away. Suffocated by a cruel,
thoughtless intruder from the outside world, crushing all the
love there was, the bond and a world of peace. Piercing the
heart till it bleeds with hurt and is left with a throbbing pain.
Only the embers remain. Where have the passionate flames
gone?
Disappeared into thousands of tiny pieces, into the sky above.
The faint glow of the solitary embers will always remain a
symbol of the deep affection for one another and remind one
of the once intense Flames of Love.
Clare Read - Year 9

A Tiny Ray of Light
Its gnarled, twisted, demended form lingered behind her eyes.
Her terror grew and she feared the worst.
The dark figure behind her soft clear eyelids was beginning
to take a hold. As it probed with its elongated talons for any
weak part of the being, it was soon rewarded and it eagerly
embedded its claws into the soft unsuspecting pools of emotions.
Its presence became increasingly evident.
She knew not where to turn as her mind raced in an endless
search. She felt the pace grow slow as a king of numbness began
to take over, as the depth of the hard, cold, wiry claws increased.
She was at the point of despair, and her mind was almost
at a standstill, yet as it rounded a bend, she caught a faint glimpse
of a tiny ray of light.
She reached out and clung to it with all her might. Newly
found strength flowed from within her, and the light grew
stronger.
As she realized the possible paths that were open to her, the
creature slowly backed away into its cave.
As does a nocturnal animal only ever come out at night, the
creature only ever ventured forth when someone opened its
door.
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Sophie Campbell - Year 11
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Her World
There is a pan across every street.
Another day on Enemies and she grudgingly watches,
“Now Dan, your grades haven’t been too
good, you get a slap on the wrist!”
She wishes her problems were that simple.
“Oh Janine, I love you so much.”
She wishes someone loved HER.
“Rona, remember we’re on big, happy, family."
She wishes.
And that’s another day on every street.
Another half hour in her life.
\
Her ideals are other people’s
Her world is a carousel of other people’s worlds
Her ticket is that awesome black box . . .
She reaches for a drink.
“Coke is it!”
She is a target audience,
Successfully pinpointed.
Her values are their values.
She is a profit from advertising.
She accepts their new ideas.
She has no say.
She never will.
She is the adult of the future.
A boring robot controlled to consume.
We value creativity, don’t we?

The Beach
Gentle waves lap the shore.
The once dry sand is dry no more.
It leaves a display of many a shell,
In which various creatures used to dwell.
The cool clear water tempts me when the day is hot,
While others prefer to bake in a sunny spot.
Castles are built along the sand,
By the young children with spade in hand.
Pretty shells are picked with glee,
As they are washed up by the sea.
Along the shore are where joggers run,
While a game of volleyball is alot of fun.
Seagulls scavenge in rubbish bins,
Amongst food scraps, bottles, papers and tins.
A picnic lunch is laid out on the soft white sand,
While seagulls come to scavenge what they can.
We must try to keep our beaches clean,
Your foot prints, not litter, should show where you’ve been.

Lee-min Chan - Year 10

Julie Ng - Year 8
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“Poetry is what makes the invisible appear.”
—

Nathalie Sarraute

Carpentry with Grandad
Banging pieces of wood
making garden chairs,
Grandad always
helped me create
my masterpiece.
The feeling of victory
When I had finally
made the hammer hit the
nail and
penetrate the wood
not my finger.
Content and satisfied
I’d finish my creation
and give to my
Grandad a hopeless
piece of junk.
He loved it and put it on display.
He made me feel useful.
Kate Hooker - Year 9

The Stranger
The night was cold and dim
Tonight she was in fear
Footsteps were behind her
She knew a stranger was near.
She walked even faster
As fast as she ever could
Everytime she increased her speed
Her mysterious stranger would.
Her walk turned into a run
She threw her handbag away
He did not stop and take it
She knew she was his prey.
She stumbled and fell
And too tired to stand
She was filthy everywhere
Especially her knees and hands.
His shadow blocked the moonlight
He was thin and six foot high
He was wearing a jacket and jeans
And stood there with a sigh.
He picked her up and said
“Excuse me miss but why did you run?
I only wanted ten cents more
to ring my dear old mum”.
Pauline Ho - Year 9

..

The Iron Fence
An iron fence for miles and miles,
And yet there is no gate.
People searching, striving, reaching,
Now they are too late.
No opening, no clear way out,
A fence of times gone by.
On one side trees, the other man,
And yet he still asks why.
There was a time when people cared,
Concerned about their own.
But planning, thinking all the time,
Did not work alone.
Now the children pay the price,
The fence without a gate.
Watching what was in the past,
What could have been their fate.
Man dreams of lands of birds and trees,
The way it used to be.
But now remains the iron fence,
Man built so solidly.
The world is big and powerful,
Yet man seems to have won.
But no race beats the planet Earth,
In fate that is to come.
The fence will fall, be thrown for miles,
Man will see to this.
But with the fence, so too will man,
His price for selfishness.
Anne Whitehead - Year 11

Present from Robbie
She appeared late one afternoon,
Fresh from an expedition
to some exciting other world;
Dark hair laughing wildly
around her flushed face;
Eyes smiling with the expectation
of a happy revelation.
“I’ve got something for you.”
And, inside the white bundle
thrust bashfully forward,
A handful of glistening gems
from a faraway world;
Each a unique delicate spiral,
A perfectly patterned miniature.
Then she was gone,
A gaily striped jumper
in the gathering dusk.
And lying on my outstretched palm,
A dozen tiny shells,
Wrapped in a damp tissue.
Andrea Gaynor - Year 12
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The Rock

A Dying Flame

The rock stood in its stubborness
And would not move
An inch to either side
Or crack, because it always stayed the same.
Its crust encased old secrets
Its stony face
held no expression,
save clefts and fissures weathered by the wind.
It dreamt of times it knew,
Before the trees,
When wind and water ruled
And formed and moulded rock into itself.
And then up grew the trees,
And man appeared,
Who hunted for his food,
And worshipped rock by leaving him alone.
Those black ones loved that rock,
And knew him strong,
And didn’t try to budge him,
Unlike the fools that came one day in ships.
They tried to teach it power,
And as they grew,
In size and in their skill,
They tried to dig it up to make a town.
They snorted at the old ones,
And pitied them,
“Those ignorant old blacks,
To term an ugly rock a sacred ground”.
But rock stayed on,
While all around,
The buildings scraped the skies.
And “they” forgot, save for a legend told.
By the ones that truly loved,
And respected,
It, the ugly, boring rock,
That only was one hundred million years.

On a stormy day in a rickety shack
On an unstable table stood a candle
And upon the candle was a flame.
The flame was so very bright,
Filled with reds and oranges, yellows and a hint of blue.
Outside the wind was blowing, very strongly
The trees were doing an almighty job keeping the wooden shack
up.
Protecting the poor excuse for a house
There were 10 trees to be exact
All struggling to stay rooted
One by one down they fell
Weakened by the strong gale force winds.
And now, you could see the house
Shaking violently now.
One more gust and the door blew open
And the candle which had been burning to brightly
Suddenly blew out
And was followed by a trickle of smoke.
Billie Court - Year 11

T
THOUGHTS
Tire river noisily slurps at the shore,
Like a dog lapping thirstily at its water,
Rippling and restless, never staying still,
Fighting against the forces that try to tame it.
Gulls, wheeling, crying out their mournful message
Trying to make themselves heard over the noise of the day,
Crows as ebony as the deepest hole in the ground,
Sit all around, drawing out long, sad sighs,
Telling the world of their fears, their hopes, their plights.
The rocky cliff seems to dangle its toes in the water;
Standing perpendicular to the shining liquid
with trees growing from its rough banks,
Twisted trees, in all sorts of positions,
seeming to enjoy their freedom.
The curious wind snatches at my clothes and my hair,
Trying to get a firm grip so that it can
take it and play with it.
The relaxing sun beams down on me,
so that my eyes grow to be like lead,
And all tenseness is driven out of my defenseless body,
Until finally I know nothing except
blissful, sun-warmed sleep.

Josie Brooke - Year 10

Joanne Pederick - Year 9

To Have

One day...

As to not at all.
Is a child
Not able to cry
Tender in the arms of a lover
The perception of time,
Demise of promises.
Within is your security;
Weakness the enemy to disguise.
As to hide from destaiction
The world is an Empire
You’re the one to save.
The place you breathe.

We met in an alley, high walls all around and garbage bins
spilling rubbish onto the footpath. It was love at first sight. As
our eyes met, we knew it was the beginning of a long and
meangingful relationship.
He hitched a ride home with me and we had our first meal
together. My cooking, of course. You could tell he loved it by
the way he stretched and yawned afterwards. Then we curled
up for a cosy night in front of the crackling, log fire.
I knew then, that I would never be without a loving companion
again. There would always be someone waiting for me and loving
me. No words needed. He was mine and I was his.
Me and my cat.
Emily Boulter - Year 9

Y Knot - Year 10
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“Sport is education, the truest kind of education, that of
character. ”
— Rene Maher

SPORT
Perhaps one of the most essential ingredients in a sporting
school is participation. M.L.C. offers a wide range of sports to
participate in including rowing, diving, squash and cricket. It
is through this sort of participation in sport that helps bond
individuals together not only for friendship purposes but also
for representing a school as a whole, and maintaining or
improving the previously set standards of the school.
This year M.L.C. has maintained our standard rather than
improving it. The Inter-School swimming team seems to be
getting closer and closer to becoming the champion school
gaining the second position in the competition. We managed
to retain the tennis and netball trophy and hopefully will also
hang onto the softball and athletics. Unfortunately hockey just
missed out on retaining their trophy, but next year the girls
are eager to reclaim it. These girls, whether in the first teams
or the lower teams all deserve congratulating for their wonderful
participation, especially those in the swimming and athletics for
the extra commitment and effort they give to their respective
sports.
The sport side of the school will thrive on school spirit. School
spirit originates within the school, in house competition. Through
house competition, house spirit will be bom and hence the
first step to school spirit will arise and be cultivated as the years
progress.
Education at M.L.C. not only takes place in the class rooms
but also on the sports field. Learning to work in co-ordination
and co-operation as a team, I feel is an important department
of education and should be discovered by as many girls in the
school as possible.
Unite with the school spirit, seek the rewards and obtain the
benefits awaiting. Take the great challenge offered by the school.
Let a fear of failure or apathy not stand in your way.
You only have one life so make the best of it. Anything you
want to do, do it now. Experience and live for the present or
your life will pass before it started.’
Hope Percy

i
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Sports Captain Hope Percy.
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SWIMMING REPORT
Serious training for the 1990 Inter-School Swimming began
when the inters squad was chosen after the Inter-House
competition on the 23rd February at the Superdrome.
During the intense training, a high level of team spirit was
gradually developed, with help from our ever-present coach Miss
Wadsworth, whose every word was taken by the girls as gospel.
Miss Wadsworth pushed us to limits that we had never before
believed we could attain and when the inters finally arrived,
muscles, we never even knew existed before, ached. But we
were eager and ready to fight for the goals that we had set
ourselves to achieve at the inters.
On the night of 16th March, adrenalin was pumping and the
girls were rearing to go. From the start, there was an intense
feeling of purpose in the M.L.C. camp which lead to M.L.C. being
up there with a chance all night until the memorable stage,
just before the Medley Relays, when we actually gained the lead
from St. Mary’s.
M.L.C. did well in all events especially the relays, and there
were some outstanding individual performances with Jane
Rhodes being the Year 8 star. In the end, M.L.C. came a very
close second to St. Mary’s by only a small margin of 30 points.
Thanks must go to Miss Wadsworth for all her hard work
(which made her so weak that she “injured” her arm).
Integrity, motivation and purpose together were the main
reasons for the 1990 inters team’s great success and the 1990
Year 12’s will sadly miss being part of the 1991 swimming team,
and we wish all swimmers luck for next year!
Shaza Salleh - Swimming Captain
[Miss Wadsworth would like to include Shaza’s name as being
the most outstanding individual swimmer.]
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SWIMMING TEAM
Back row (left to right): T. Burton, L. Humphry, L. Read, P.
Wovodich, E. Hill, K. Newman, D. Green, L. O’Brien, D. McKenzie,
I. Mansell Third row: J. Howard, S. Crawford, E. Browne-Cooper,
R. Hudson, T. Hamzah, J. Girdlestone, R. Meyers, W. Wong S.
O’Connell, K. Williams, S. McCoubrie, K. Dalzell, B. Smith. Second
row: T. Wioshaw, C. Roper, A Foster, K. Tomich, Y. Caruso, R.
Hunt, A Dalzell, A Fraser, J. McCoubrie, M. Adams, W. Wong
V. Heitmafi, A Smith. Front row: J. Rhodes, J. Ng. P. Skidmore,
N. Branch, P. Nankivell, A Heitman, F. Goodridge, S. Salleh
(Captam), Teddy, C. Johnson, R. Randell, H. Burton, N. Hamzah,
F. Schell, F. Paterson, A Gaynor, S. Sun. Absent: J. Vandongen,
Miss Wadsworth (coach), F. Bennett, K. Girdlestone, n. Jensen,
J. Blizard, N. Garde, H. Oswald, E. Guilfoyle, R. Maddox, E. Risinger,
J. McGregor, E. Bignell, E. Irwin, V. Santuyk, E. Reilly, A Diffen,
C. Stewart, C. Stanley-Cary.
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TENNIS REPORT
M.L.C. once again showed its strength and more importantly
depth, when it came out on top for the third successive year.
The Senior A and B and Junior B teams all performed
exceptionally well to win their individual pennants, with the
Senior C team finishing a close second. The dedication of all
players made the 1990 tennis season a very rewarding and
challenging one.
M.L.C., for the first time, also participated in the all school
girls’ Slazenger Cup Competition. The team consisting of Danielle
Green, Emma Waldron, Diana Oates, Ingrid Mansell and Adrienne
Mansell all played well but were defeated by a strong Mercedes
College team in the finals.
Another year of hard work by Karlene McIntosh was
appreciated by all and the Year 12’s wish all players the very
best of luck in the future!
Adrienne Mansell - Tennis Captain
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Back (left to right): I. Mansell, L. Read, F. Schell, D. Green, C.
Ladyman. Front: E Waldron, H. Perrcy A Mansell, D. Oates.
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VOLLEYBALL REPORT
Once again the M.L.C. Volleyball teams made the 1990Volleyball
season a challenge to all other schools. With great enthusiasm
and participation they kept M.L.C. in the top 3 positions. Special
congratulations go to the Senior C, Junior D and Year 8A teams
for winning their pennants. Bad luck to all other teams but your
great efforts went towards our overall third place behind St.
Hilda’s and P.L.C.
A special thank you goes to Mrs Hughes for coaching the
Juniors, Miss Bartlett, the Year 8’s and Miss Davenport for taking
up the challenge of coaching the Senior teams.
I wish all Volleyball players the best of luck next year and
years to come.
Lisa Scott - Volleyball Captain
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DIVING REPORT
This year the M.L.C. Diving team was full of enthusiasm
throughout the season. M.L.C. was once again very successful,
thanks to coaching from David Higbee, an Australian diver and
our own Miss Bartlett.
This year the Inter-House Diving was held on the same day
as the Inter-House Swimming. The results were as follows:
Year 8 Equal 1st place - Danika Mullins
Suzie White
3rd place - Tristan Meade
Year 9 1st place - Elizabeth Irwin
2nd place - Tiffany Southcombe
3rd place - Claire Grocock
Year 10 1st place - Georgiana Kirkham
2nd place - Rebecca Campbell
3rd place - Caroline Roper
Year 11 1st place - Danielle Leslie
2nd place - Robyn Cail
3rd place - Sophie Holthouse
Year 12 1st place - Alizbeth Fraser
2nd place - Peta Ruhen
3rd place - Fiona Goodridge
These girls, including a reserve from each year, made up the
Inter-School team. M.L.C. came a very close second place to
St. Mary’s at the Inter-School competition and the following places
resulted:
Year 8 pennant - 3rd place
Year 9 pennant - 2nd place
Year 10 pennant - 3rd place
Year 11 pennant - 3rd place
Year 12 pennant - 1st place
We are hoping that next year, with a lot of hard work, we
can do even better!
Danielle Leslie

VOLLEYBALL
Back (left to right): P. J. Wovodich, L. Scott, J. Menzies. Front:
N Nesdale, P. Ruhen, K. Kafetzis. Absent: T. Green.
mmm
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DIVING
Back row (left to right): F. Connor, P. Rnhen, R. Cail, F. Goodridge,
D. Mullins, C. Grocock, T. Sutherlayid. Front Row: S. Holthouse,
R. Campbell, L. Scott, D. Leslie, C. Roper, J. White, T. Meade, A
Fraser.
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SQUASH REPORT
Squash is still in its early stages at M.L.C., this year being only
the second year we’ve participated in the competition. The team
missed a few rounds at the start of the competition and
consequently we were losing before we started. However we
tenaciously battled our way through St. Hilda’s, St. Mary’s, Penrhos,
Mercedes, Santa Maria and Iona with our losses usually balancing
out our wins. M.L.C. just missed out on the finals, being placed
3rd.
The team consisted of Simone Janney (Chauffeur???), Jemma
\hndongen, Naomi Heath and Dana Ingram with Amanda Salmon
filling in for any ‘inevitably absent’ player.
Squash at M.L.C. is at a stage of adjustment. Whoever said
training paid off was right. Our only training sessions were our
matches which placed us at an immediate disadvantage. With
proper regular training we can build strength and develop depth,
and as a result hoist up the squash team with all the other
M.L.C. winning teams.
In conclusion I would like to recognise the efforts of the
players for representing the school so well and giving up your
precious Friday afternoons - but it was all in the name of fun
- wasn’t it guys?
Although this year may not have been as successful as last
year, no team member will deny the fact that we had an unreal
time.
Hope Percy (Squash Captain)
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SQUASH
J. Vandongen, S. Janney, N. Heath, H. Percy, D. Ingram

ARTISTIC AND RHYTHMIC
GYMNASTICS REPORTS
Many long hours were spent training for this year’s I.G.S.SA
Artistic and State School Girls’ Rhythmic Gymnastics’
Competitions. As this is only the second year M.L.C. has entered
teams, we were very pleased with all the results.
In the Artistic Gymnastics Competition, M.L.C. gained 5th place
in Division 3, 3rd place in Division 2 and 6th place in Division
1. Many thanks must go to Miss Bartlett, Jenny Roberts and Fiona
Nicholson for giving up their time to train us at such early hours
- we loved every minute of it!!!
M.L.C. also performed extremely well in the State School Girls
Rythmic Gymnastics Competition. For nearly everyone this was
their first year. However by looking at the results one would
never know! In the Junior Division 2 section we entered 2 teams
of which one came 1st and the other 3rd, with the Junior Division
1 team gaining 1st place. Both the Senior Division 1 & 2 teams
came 2nd. These results, along with the excellent individual
achievements, enabled M.L.C. to take out 2nd place - an
achievement we are very proud of.
Many thanks must go to our over-worked coach Felicity Crane
for giving up so much time to train us for our competition.
Bianca Mitford-Henry

1\M

ARTISTIC AND RYTHMIC GYMNASTICS
Back row (left to right): 5. Lord, A Caddy, K Clifton, J. Busch,
E. James, J. Main, K. Wright, E. Irwin. Second Row: Miss Bartlett,
J. Wright, M. Potts, M. Sofoulis, T. Meade, D. Leslie, A Smith, R.
Cail, C. Ramsay. Front Row: L. Pringle, R. Lindsey, B. MitfordHenry C. Ladymian, K. Rattigan, R. Campbell, R. White, C. Roper.

SOFTBALL REPORT
The season has started well with hard training from the junior
and senior teams. We are confident that with both our coaches’
advice and our own team efforts, we may retain the title of
champion school again. We must thank Miss Wadsworth and
Mrs Hughes for their dedication and time, through both term
3 and term 4. We are sure their efforts will be rewarded. Good
luck to next year’s teams - we hope you have the same enjoyment
and success that we have had this year.
Nicky Nesdale

SOFTBALL
Back row (left to right): N. Nesdale, R. Cail, D. Ingram, K. Williams,
I. Mansell, D. Green. Front Row: M. Wheatley, L. Read, Miss
Wadsivorth, K. Blesing J. Menzies.
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HOCKEY REPORT
1990 was an immensely successful year for Hockey, finishing
the season a close second by 1 point. Our training sessions
in the cold, wet, windy weather were particularly hectic and
the whole team attended with great enthusiasm - well most
of the time!
Congratulations to the Senior B & C, Junior B & C and the
Year 8 teams for winning their pennants, in total winning 5 out
of the 7 pennants.
Thank you to Ms Davenport, Mrs Bunney and Miss Nield for
coaching the teams this year and good luck to the teams next
year in bringing the trophy back to M.L.C. where it belongs.
Fleur Schell

NETBALL REPORT
The 1990 season of Netball was once again full of young eager
faces. From the year eights, starting the experience of early
morning training and getting out of bed when it is still dark,
to the year eleven and twelves who still haven’t seen the sense
of getting out of bed when it is still four degrees.
Thanks must go to the P.E. staff for their tireless efforts for
bringing the shield back to its resting position at M.L.C. where
it will hopefully stay for years to come.
Nicolle Jenkins

_______

HOCKEY
Back (left to right): R. Skirving K. Newton-Smith, R. Cail. Middle:
E. Sutherland, F. Schell, D. Green, K. Newman. Front: C. Nield,
L. Crombie, K. Williams. Absent: E Derby

CRICKET REPORT
Once again M.L.C. is fielding a team in the U18 Schoolgirls’
Cricket Competition. This year’s team has been led by Vicki
Sainsbury as Captain and Erin Lally as Vice-Captain. Mr Beck
has kindly given up his time to coach our large but enthusiastic
squad.
We are all looking forward to a great season and hoping to
improve on the very creditable third of last year.
Vicki Sainsbury
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Back (left to right): S. Quinlivan, K. Rattigan, D. Ingram, A
Mansell, I. Mansell. Front: C. Johnston, N. Jenkins, N. Heath, Mrs
Hughes.

CRICKET
Back row (left to right): T. Kowalczuk, K. Candy, F. Schuller,
M. Blick, C. Ozich. Second Row: D. MacKenzie, K. Wright, V.
McCreery J. Pederick, C. Davidson, G. Jensen, K. Kafetzis. Front
Row:/ Menzies, E. Lally Mr Beck, V. Sainsbury, R. Dow, R. Clements.
Absent: R. Lloyd.
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BASKETBALL REPORT

ROWING REPORT

M.LC.’s Basketball season started well. Unfortunately only one
team continued that way. The Senior B team (captained by Tracey
Burton) won their pennant.
The other teams, however, persevered and everyone, despite
the varied results, enjoyed their season.
Thanks must go to Amy Peterson and Natasha Bargeus (W\IS
Breakers) for their expert coaching and encouragement during
the season.
Good luck to all the Basketball teams next year!
The Senior A team wishes to thank Mrs Busch for her help
in both coaching, scoring and also encouraging us over the last
five years.
Michelle Busch (Basketball Captain )

The 1990 Rowing season at M.L.C. started off well with the
influx of over 30 new rowers to our depleted ranks. This also
enabled the Year 9 VUI’s event to become a regular fixture on
the M.L.C. calendar.
The old rowers relearned, and the new rowers learned, the
art of managing to drag oneself firom the warm and cozy confines
of one’s bed and miraculously arrive through rain, hail and fog,
through the dark, half asleep to school (no, it was not the middle
of the night - only 5-30 a.m.!) to begin the bus trip to Canning
River.
M.L.C. competed more than admirably to regain fitness lost
after a bout of viruses infiltrated our closely knit ranks that wiped
out training from the majority of girls’ agenda, and competed
well on the day of the championships, despite many trials and
tribulations.
Congratulations to Jenni Littlejohn who won the U/17 scull
and the Year 11 IV who came equal 1st in the championship.
M.L.C. competed well to come 2nd in the Freshman (1st year
rowers) VIII, 3rd in the School Girls’ IV and 4th in the Year
9 VIII, Year 10IV and Year 10 VIII. Unfortunately due to unforeseen
circumstances, the 1st VIII (S.G.) could not row as their regular
unit and the Year 10 IYs more than admirably filled in the bow
half, to help row to 4th place.
Thanks must go to Wesley, Perth and Collegians Rowing Clubs
for allowing us to use their boats, our coaches, Prue Fitzpatrick,
Robyn Gaynor, Kate Rennie, Fiona Earnshaw and Paul Bolton,
Ms Fletcher, our wonderful Rowing Co-ordinator/Bus driver, and
all the parents and staff who have supported Rowing this year.
The future of Rowing at M.L.C. looks very bright and I would
like to take this opportunity to wish all the rowers good luck
for next year on behalf of the Year 12’s and say that “just because
we won’t be peeling oranges and singing to the radio, doesn’t
mean we won’t be there in full force - from a speedie!!"
Alizbeth Fraser (Captain)

Eh

BASKETBALL
Back (left to right): K. Rattigan, M. Busch, Y Caruso, H. Percy.
Front: K. Kafetzis, L. Scott, J. Menzies.
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ROWING
Back row (left to right): J. Littlejohn, L. Sedevic, E. Thom, H.
McKenna, E. Kelemen, S. Thompson, E. Carson, V. Hohnen, J.
Nind. Middle Row: R. Randell, B. Mitford-Henry, S. Epiro, M.
Marshall, K. Griffiths, S. Thomas, L. OBrien, G. Schuller. Front
Row: D. Scott, C. Hawker, S. Janney, A Fraser, F. Hopkin,J. Marcus,
S. Iskra, S. Salmon.
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ATHLETICS REPORT
Anxiety and nervous smiles were all a part of the annual
I.G.S.S.A. Inter-School Athletics Carnival. The M.L.C. athletes
outdid themselves running, throwing and jumping their way to
victory. A team effort was necessary to ensure the win we wanted,
but again, personal achievements were gained, namely by Rachael
Hudson, Virginia Heitman and Allison Smith.
All athletes must have that certain ‘flair’ but it is needed to
be enhanced by our ever-loving coach, Mr Stanton - ‘Stan’.
Thanks must also go to Miss Wadsworth, Ms Davenport, Miss
Bartlett, Mrs Hughes and Miss Wright for their continued support
throughout the season and on the day.
Congratulations and best of luck for next year’s athletes - here
we go, ten in a row!

ATHLETICS TEAM
Back row (left to right): J. Millington, C. Pyett, F. Goodridge, P.
Wouodich, P. Vaux, C. Johnston, K. Duane, R. White, D. Leslie.

Third row: N. Hood, S. White, E. James, T. Meade, F. Paterson,
J. McCoubrie, M. Marshall, J. Low, C. Ladyman, R. Cail, L. Munro,
C. Roper, R. Crook, T. Bignell, K. Williams, L. Toms, K. Hooker,
M. Klinger. Second row: B. Smith, A Sojoulis, E. Risinger, T. Connor,
J. Wright, K. Clifton, E. Stoyanoff D. McKenzie, G. Stoyanoff
K. McGregor, V. Heitman, J. Wilkinson, Y. Caruso, N. Caro, K.
Ridley, Z. Ladyman, H. Oswald, J. Wallis. Front row: M. Potts,
E. Bignell, F. Tremlett, M. Fowler, M. Wheatley, J. Menzies, A
Heitman, Mr Stanton, Ms Davenport, D. Green, K. Rattigan, A
Smith, R. Campbell, C. Davidson, K. Vaux, R. Hudson, R. Lindsey.

CarolineJohnston

CROSS COUNTRY REPORT
Once again we were lucky with the weather as the rain held
off and the competition promised to be hot for the annual InterSchool Cross Country.
It soon become apparent that the determination, enthusiasm
and team work of the M.L.C. Inter-School Cross Country team
was going to make them a formidable combination.
The final result was another great victory to M.L.C.
Congratulations to all team members for a fantastic effort.
The freezing cold weather didn’t dampen the spirits of the
girls at the Inter-House Cross Country as once again Troy proved
too strong for their opposition. The Inter-House individual
winners were:
Year 8 Champion: A Heitman; Runner-up: J. Rhodes.
Year 9 Champion: N. Hood; Runner-up: N. Trendorden.
Year 10 Champion: Y Caruso; Runner-up: S. Fisher.
Year 11 Champion: R. Cail; Runner-up: I. Mansell.
Year 12 Champion: K. McGregor; Runner-up: F. Paterson.
The overall success of the Cross Country team is in no small
way attributed to Mr Stanton. His many hours of dedication and
enthusiasm toward the team was a major factor in M.L.C. again
being number one.
The entire team wishes to thank Mr Stanton for his continuing
support and tireless efforts.
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CROSS COUNTRY
Back row (left to right): R. Gregg, K. Duane, A Sojoulis, N. Hood,
V Heitman, C. Roper, M. Klinger, J. Millington, N. Trendorden,
R. Cail, K. Williams, I. Mansell, Middle Row: M. Andrews, J. Ng
S. Cassim, C. King A Fraser, S. Sheppard, J. Nind, T. Prince, E.
Howe, R. Crook, B. Davies. Front Row: C. McKinnon, B. Smith,
J. Rhodes, K. McGregor (Capt.), Mr Stanton (Coach), F. Paterson,
K Rattigan, F Goodridge, J Ng P Hazlett.

Kylie McGregor
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SCHOOL MONITORS
Back row (left to right): J. Totterdell, C. Madin, C. Gob. Front
Row: 5. Lee, M. Johnston, E. Grigg.

HOUSE MONITORS
Back row (left to right): P. Krishnan, R. Dawkins, M. McPhee,
J. Anderson, R. West. Front Row: L. Sinclair, A Hegvold, C. Ng
J. Chan, E. Handjord, Absent: C. Giles, A Bardsen.

mmm

ART, LIBRARY MUSIC MONITORS
Back row (left to right): J. Tarala, R. Russell, S. Chelvanayagam.
Front Row: K. Giles, P Kyle, E. Kailis.
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1, 2 and 3
Friendship

The Cat and the Dog

Remember people
Independent
Encourage one another
Nice
Different
Sharing our thoughts and feelings.

Scat, old cat!
I’ll chase that cat.
Scratch, scratch!
I’ve got that cat.
Punch, punch.
I’ll punch your nose.

Caroline Prenss - Year 3

No, you won’t.
I’ve got you old dog.
I’m holding you.
If you struggle
I’ll have to get you go.
If you don’t
I won’t, so.

An excerpt from The Lost Egg
One day when I was jumping on the trampoline, I noticed
something white in a grassy area. I stopped jumping up and
down and then jumped down to have a better look at the white
object. It was an egg. As I watched it, it started to shake and
the top of the egg bulged at the top. Everytime I looked at
the egg it began to move faster and faster, and then, suddenly
it cracked. I heard the loud sound as the egg cracked.
I wonder what would be inside?

Constance Tsang - Year 2

I like rainy days because I can walk in the rain with my new
umbrella that nanna gave me.

Sarah Ong - Year 2

Jordan Hesse - Year 1

Jack Rabbit
Jack Rabbit is soft and white and cuddly to hold.
My mum and dad would love him as much as I do if I could
take him home.
He eats carrot and apple and he hops a lot.

I love my mum. She always gives me a cuddle at night time.

Aleksia Barron - Year 1

I am cold when I am ice skating. Melbourne is very cold.
It snows there.

Bronte McConnell - Year 1

Jennifer McCutcheon - Year 1

Friendship
Remembering your friends
Interests that are the same
Enjoying being around others
Never having fights
Deciding things together
Satisfaction.
Wren Sainken

-

Year 3

My Cat
My cat’s name is Tubs. His fur is black, his eyes are green
and he is very big. Every night he comes to sleep on my bed
and sometimes he gets there first, so there is no room for me.
His whiskers are very, very long and he twitches them when
he looks at me. In the morning he gets up and then he goes
and lies in front on the warm, warm heater. Cats are very lucky
and when it is cold, I wish I was a cat.
Catherine Ashley - Year 2

Dreamland
One Saturday morning at seven o’clock I opened my eyes.
I looked straight toward my cupboard and I saw some magical
buttons of many shapes and colours.
All of a sudden my bedroom was spinning like a round-about.
In two minutes I was somewhere I really had never been before.
It looked like a magical land of some king. There were so many
pine trees, my eyes nearly fell out. I ran about peeking through
the trees.
Suddenly I saw a magic party. For some reason a strange feeling
came over me. It told me to stop hiding and join the party
I didn’t want to so I ran and ran, then it happened. One of
the strange people said, “Would you like to join the party?”
For a minute I was speechless. I looked at the table and there
I saw all my favourite foods. All my dreams were coming true.

One day the moon fairies decided to have an Easter Parade!
All the fairies thought this was a great idea. It was going to
be on the 25th of December, Christmas Day.
At last the day came. There was fairy floss, ice-cream castles,
a merry-go-round and mountains of sweets.
The sun was setting but the parade still went on. If the moon
fairies got tired they would fly up and dance in the sky. The
fairies had a magical day.

An excerpt from Gabby Scott’s story - Year 3

Caroline Preuss - Year 3

Easter Parade
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4 and 5
Platinum Crown Studded with Diamonds

Classrooms

I was made for a princess who was in a rowing boat with
a young prince. Suddenly the young prince stood up trying to
see an unusual bird, but alas the boat tipped and both the prince
and the princess fell into the threatening lake. As the princess
fell her beautiful crown went tumbling off as well, and drifted
to the shore. There waiting at the shore happened to be a young
man of twenty. When seeing the crown he waded out to get
hold of it. The same young man a few months later decided
that he wanted to go on a journey in his sailing ship. Unfortunately
he was captured by pirates who on seeing the lovely crown,
snatched it away from him. I was then buried here in this chest
and now you have found me.

Noisy
Whispering
Clang
Bang
Clatter
Go the people
In the classroom!
Sarah Derrett - Year 5

Commonwealth Games
Champions
Opening ceremony
Medals
Monagetty (Steve)
Out run
Nation
Weight lifting
Ended for now
Athletics
Lisa Curry
Teams
Hayley Lewis

Shaila Moodley - Year 5

Gymnastics
Australian Competitors
Marathon
Events
Swimming
Louise Troy - Year 4

Lantern Poem
Fruit
Crunchy
Beautiful
Tasting juicy
Sweet
Ann.a Slowiak - Year 5

The Octopus

The Fireworks

An Octopus’s eyes glare at me,
As I swim under the sea.
Its purple legs dangle so low
As he swims way down below,
His body is yellow with green polka dots,
And his face is yellow with bright purple spots.

One day (afternoon) I was reading the paper, and I saw an
advertisement in it for a display of fireworks. Normally I would
have taken no notice at all and I was just turning away when
the date caught my eye. Throwing the paper down, I ran to
find my mum. After a few minutes in mum’s bedroom, I came
out smiling. For the first time in my life, I was going to the
fireworks! . . .
As we sat on our rug, blazes of red and blue lit up the sky!
Green and blue Catherine-wheels whizzed around, and spurts
of yellow and purple popped up now and then, finally (as all
good things do), the show ended with a spurt of golden stars.
We walked slowly back to the car and still in a daze drove slowly
home.

His manners are terrible,
And his swimming is unbearable.
Also he eats like a pig
As he does a little jig.
He is very, very, very keen
To be very, very, very mean.
Jodie Leivis - Year 4

Pamela McCutcheon - Year 4

2G Kanimbla Road
Nedlands, WA, 6009

Pollution

24th May, 1990

Polluting is a bad thing to do,
Oh how terrible slimey goo,
Lumpy rubbish all over the place
Lids of cans and a grubby necklace,
Utter, revolting rubbish I see,
Torn up paper and a photo of me,
Idiots do it only so don’t you do it too,
Off revolting sandwiches and some dog’s poo,
Nobody should do it, it will smell like a loo.

Dear Mr Hawke,
Please can you stop people from cutting down trees because
they produce oxygen and also lots of animals and insects live
there and when you cut down trees you’re cutting down their
home.
Please try and convince people to recycle paper and that when
they go shopping to recycle shopping bags by using them again
and again and also to recycle anything else they can.
Yours faithfully,
Jennifer Issakov - Year 4

Catherine Finch
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Year 5

6D and 6S
Anzac Day

Haiku

The war must have been awful,
For the Anzacs and the Turks.
Not to mention their families,
Experiencing all the hurt.

In winter when the flowers die,
I die with them.
The snow is my grave.
Emma Tomkinson - Year 6S

Wives’ husbands fighting,
For what they think is right.
But they’re all wrong and
The fighting goes on, day and night.

Limerick
There once was a tadpole called Mock,
Who always wanted a frock.
It was soon to be known,
That this tadpole had grown,
To a beautiful frog on a rock!
Wen Min - Year 6S

As the Anzacs landed on the shore,
The Turks just kept on killing.
People falling to the ground.
Fighting for a living.
The war was quite a waste of time.
People killing others.
Fighting in their time of prime,
Struggling to recover.

Chapel Service
Oh no! There goes the bell! Everybody ran to their lockers
and snatched their hymn books and Bibles out. It was a busy
Chapel morning, and girls were lining up at the door ready
to go.
As we walked single-file, we reached the outside. As girls ran
to catch up with the line, cold winds slashed their faces and
legs. There was lots of talking and shouting, but then Mrs Saggers
told us to be quiet.
As we entered the building, we were told to keep over to
the left, then we entered the Chapel. Everyone was quiet. Brown
shoes creaked on the hard wooden floor. We dropped our hymn
books and Bibles and sat down, squashed, in the pews.
Then Mr Purdie walked down the aisle with the Year 7 monitors
when we stood to sing the hymns.
When Chapel was finished we said a prayer, then sang the
Blessing and started walking outside, quietly at first, then slowly
getting louder. We walked down to class smiling.
Joanne Harrison - Year 6S

I hate to think of what might happen,
If my daddy went to war.
Along with stacks of other men,
Shooting ’til they’re sore.
We show our respect by laying wreaths,
And imagine all the land
On which people were lifted and heaved,
After lying in the sand.
I pray that we shall never fight,
Because I think it’s silly.
Fighting through the day and night,
Like those soldiers in Gallipoli.
Kate Thomas - Year 6D

The Beach

Haiku

In summer time I like to go to the beach.
Take off my thongs and feel the hot sand burning my feet.
The sun shines down making the water look clear
Shining on the boats tied to the pier.
I make a sandcastle and in the water I play.
It all looks so peaceful on this warm summer’s day . . .
But in winter
Tire waves crushed noisily against the rocks
All the fishing boats are coming into dock.
My sand castle was just a pile of sand
Knocked over by a wave tumbling into the land.
Belinda Wright - Year 6D

The sun sets,
Quietly leaving behind
A desolate winter’s day.
Kelly Kerr - Year 65

little Boy Blue
Little Boy Blue,
Come blow your sax.
Tlie cow’s in the meadow,
Sitting on tacks.
But where is the boy
That milks the cow?
He’s now in the city,
Eating Big Mac’s.
Rachel Harris - Year 6D

The Hat
An old weather-beaten Akubra brown hat,
Worn by a swagman or someone like that.
Maybe he dropped it whilst boarding a plane,
Maybe he threw it to signal a plane!
I think it was “home” for a couple of rats.
It’s certainly different from most other hats!
Some days before now, the whole truth I found It belongs to a Nomad, his skin tanned and browned!
Vivienne Brooke - Year 6S

RAIN
As I look out the window to see the rain fall,
To nourish the world and to freshen us all,
I see a young girl in a waterproof coat,
Splashing the puddles and kicking the boats.
The buoys on the river, bob to the heat,
Of the pitter and patter of raindrops and feet.
The stomping of people in Wellington boots,
And men going to work in wet business suits.
The dry streams start running down into the sea,
And the fish jump out of the water with glee.
There’s a hole in the roof and it’s soaking my hat.
It’s wetting my carpet, but I’ll soon see to that.
Lynette Chan - Year 6D

Mary, Mary quite Contrary
Mary, Mary quite contrary,
How do you make your pie?
With sausage rolls and fruit scrolls
Milk, egg and dye.
Emma Green - Year 6D
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The Great White Shark

Rabbits
Quietly I watch;
A rustle in the grass;
I look;
There awaits a shy and quiet little rabbit.
Its nose twitching;
It stopped to preen its long whiskers.
Its hunched and velvety back
Glistening in the summer sun.
It hopped forward for a few paces
Then it balanced
On its muscular hind legs,
listening to something I couldn’t hear.
All of a sudden it stiffens.
Its ears stand erect.
Suddenly; Bang!
A gun shot rings out.
I run over to rescue it;
But too late; Death.
Rachel West - Year 7H

RED
Red is the colour of love,
Of cheering for your team!
Red is the colour you need to talk to
About self-esteem.
Red is the colour of a pen
Marking right or wrong,
Red is the colour of beauty
Woven into a song.
Red is the colour of rubies,
And the colour of fun.
Red is the colour of roses
And the setting sun.
Red is the symbol of war
Which leads to blood and gore (what for?)
Red attracts lots of things,
Like a bull to a matador!
Red is warmth and strength,
And lipstick and a cherry.
Red is summer with fun and games,
And apples and a strawberry.
Red is a robin red-breast,
And autumn leaves.
Red is a little house roof
With little slanting eaves.

Sleek and grey
It lurks beneath
Jagged jaws
And sharp, sharp teeth.
Thrashing and strong
Evil-eyed
The Great White Shark
Goes slipping by.
Unnoticed from below
This fish kingdom’s foe
Dives to the deep green
Camouflaged and hardly seen.
With pointed jaw
And steady eye
The shark attacks
The swimmers by
Darting forward
Ripping flesh
The swimmer,
A complete mess!
Renee Winteridge - Year 7H

WHITE
White are the clouds
that peacefully drift by.
White is the moon
that shines in the sky.
White are the doves
that remind us of peace.
White are our thoughts
that never cease.
White is sand
that covers the beach.
White’s our lost memories
too hard to reach.
White are the feathers
that float from the birds.
White are the cries
that nobody heard.
White is fragile,
a delicate dream.
White is the colour
of melting ice-cream.
White is the colour
of a bride’s dress.
White is confetti
that makes such a mess.
White are the snow flakes that fall down.
White is the colour of an old ghost town.
Jilly Totterdell - Year 7H

Brumbies
Down the mountain
Tire brumbies race for freedom
Tlie stockman for the thrill.
Through the stream
Through the bush
And up and down hills
The baimbies are like lightning bolts
The horsemen are like thunder,
Yelling and chanting.
The geldings are getting tired but gallop on
The jet black stallion could go for
Miles and miles still,
He doesn’t wait but canters on
For him it’s just beginning.
As they come closer to the corral
The stallion changes course;
The men are quick and try to turn him
But it is too late,
They have lost him and half of the pack.
The men jump off their horses
And close the gate behind the few they retained.
All were tired and announced that they had
Lost the stallion and most of the pack
Because they were worth at least a couple of
Pounds.
But better luck next time!

Katharine Giles - Year 7H

STAR SIGN - CANCER!
If you were born between June 21st and July 23rd you’re
zodiac sign is Cancer. You always like your teacher, and hate
it when told off by her. But you love being praised, by anyone.
Cancerians never show their emotions, so when I might be
smiling, my whole world could be upside down. Cancerians
show their emotions through music, poetry, art or drama. Despite
their nature, Cancerians are basically leaders, not followers. They
do well in the position of responsibility. Cancerians have
problems remembering math formulas. I have a round, soft face,
wide mouth, and wide eyes. This is what a Cancerian looks
like. The Cancerian’s star sign is the Crab, and just like the crab,
I am hard on the outside, but soft inside and easily hurt. If
someone speaks harshly to me, tears come to my eyes, and
if a friend prefers somebody else, I feel mortally wounded.
Rebecca Russell - Year 7H

Sarah Williams - Year 7H
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The Secret of FIRE

The Lion

And the rain did pour.
The fire went out.
"We must eat our food raw!"
Tire people did shout.

He bounds along with great pride. He is running . . . running
for all his life is worth. The lion runs with his majestic head
held high and his muscular legs jolting his body forward. He
is ever so proud to be running free in his jungle, his kingdom.
No~one can stop this powerful beat. The lion is the most beautiful
and graceful animal. The greatest animal of the jungle.

Everyone asks “Who,
Is brave enough to find fire?"
Bandicoot and Curlew,
Offer to try

Sunita Chelva - 7M

They are told always to go south,
To stay on the path,
Right up to the volcano’s mouth,
So they start on their journey.
They go through dense bush,
And through a swamp,
Which was all full of mush.
The people said that,
The man they were seeking,
Would give them their fire,
But his secret was keeping.
They decided not to ask,
But to steal the fire.
They ran so hard,
You’d think they’d expire!
This god he did see,
And was very angry.
He made the volcano erupt,
Every so quickly!

ME
My name is Penelope, people call me Penny.
I’m not a busy person but my interests are many.
I really like dogs, reading and animals too.
Art is another favourite, with paints, paper and glue.
I find friends important and to name a few,
Megs, Meagen, Eleanor and Melissa too.
I’m not very fond of sport but I’m liking it more and more.
I find it fun and less of a bore.
I have no pets except a budgie,
Young and white, his name is Fudgie.

They managed to am away.
They fled to their home.
No price did they pay,
For this wonderful thing.
Rosie Dawkins - Year 7M

Extract from: Solitary Confinement

Penny Kyle - Year 7M

The last time I remember my mother locking me up was
when I was 10. I had broken her antique vase while playing
handball with my brother. I didn’t even bother to clean the pieces
up. My mother locked me up in my room and went out to
lunch. She had forgotten about me. Two hours later I realised
I had nothing to drink or eat and I needed to go to the toilet.
At four o’clock my mother came home and didn’t realize I was
in my bedroom until I thumped on my door. My mother unlocked
the door and apologised to me, over and over again.
That’s what I feel like now. I have nothing to eat or drink
and nothing to do. A few minutes later I hear a bolt being drawn
back and my spirits rise, but a trapdoor in the door opens and
a tray of food and some water are pushed through. I start to
eat the meat and bun, which looks like they had been made
the day before. A rat appears out of a small hole in the comer
by the door that I had not noticed before. It looks around sniffing
and darting this way and that. As I finish this poor attempt at
a meal I throw a small hunk of bread at the rat. It catches the
bread in its mouth and disappears through its hole. After a while
my gaoler comes back, opens the small door and shouts for
the tray He then said that I am allowed to keep the jug of
water. As I shove the tray into the trapdoor the guard throws
a small book into the cell which I grab and open. It isn’t a
book but a notepad, with a pencil down the spine. He tells
me that it is to write a letter to my family. I am too tired to
write a letter so I take my jacket off and lie down and fall asleep.

Passion for a Painful Cost
Slowly the dagger twists through flesh.
Sleepy eyes, open and fresh,
A sudden shout,
A tearful face,
An explanation,
Filled with grace.
She says goodbye,
That she must fly.
And tears roll down,
Out of the sky.
The pain is grand.
He is a man.
No tears will fall.
No tears at all.
The love is gone.
It never was,
Just passion for
A painful cost.

Eleanor Handford - Year 7M

Talia Eilon - Year 7M
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PARENTS’ AND FRIENDS’
ASSOCIATION REPORT
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The Parents’ & Friends’ Association so far has had an active
year. The canteen and clothing exchange have slightly changed
their banking procedures. They now centralize their banking
through the school’s facilities which enables them to obtain the
higher interest rates available through the College.
At its September meeting, the P. & F. voted to incorporate
as an association which means that it can run in a more business
like way. The final process for the incorporation will be completed
in November when the new constitution will be finalized.
Apart from organizing the 1990 Sundowner, the main fund
raising venture has been the organizing of “Harry’s Dive” on
June 22nd & 23rd. This originated from an offer from Mr Kim
Harrison to provide the M.L.C. Big Band with an opportunity
to perform a night of music, from the 50’s and cabaret, together
with a meal, provided by the M.L.C. kitchen, as a fund raising
venture for the P. & F. It was a resounding success and the
losers were those who were unable to attend and savour the
fabulous entertainment. The proceeds of the night were more
than $2,000.
The Ladies’ Auxiliary very ably co-ordinate the smooth
functioning of the canteen and clothing exchange. They also
have organized a river cruise, as well as parent luncheons for
each year, plus organizing an evening address on “Adolescence
Threats Challenges and The Need for Reflection” with Mr Lou.
Thompson which was a very well attended and very interesting
address.
The Ladies’ Auxiliary were also responsible for a Curry Puff
Drive as a fund raising venture - once again very successful.
The monies raised through the P. & F. go to assist the school
in their capital expenditure programmes and enable most staff
requests to be met. Already this year we have donated
approximately $4,000 to the Outdoor Education Programme for
50 dacron sleeping bags.
Parents, the most important function of the P. & F. Association
is as the voice of you, the parents of your daughters, whose
collective futures we have had the wisdom to select M.L.C. as
the school of our choice.
So while the executive committee are in the privileged position
of being the figureheads involved in decision making processes
of the association, we need your views to assist us. We can only
do what the majority of you, the parent body, wish. If you feel
you are not having your say, feel free to comne along to one
of our meetings to see what happens and also to have your
say. The more ideas we have the better because we all have
our daughters’ interests at heart in helping the school in whatever
way we can. It is also a way of meeting other parents of your
daugher’s school contempories.
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Athletics Team in it’s entirety! (1940)

COLLEGIANS REPORT
In comparison to last year’s extremely busy fund raising
programme, 1990 has been a fairly quiet year for the Collegians.
In March we held a Sundowner Cocktail party for the younger
Collegians and those who attended had an enjoyable evening.
The A.G.M. was held in May, as a meeting only function and
the attendance was disappointing. We have been unable to fill
the positions of Senior and Junior Vice-Presidents and we were
without a Secretary until August when Meredith Eddington
volunteered to fill the position. I am concerned that such apathy
exists in the Collegians. There are so many people who have
worked enthusiastically and strenuously for the Collegians and
if more people became actively involved we would shine in
a great sense of achievement.
Out Annual Dinner was held in August at Montego Bay and
all who attended had a wonderful night renewing old friendships
and reminiscing about the past.
The Archives Committee has had a busy year. They have been
working on a building time line, collating the history of
nomenclature of the various buildings of the school. They are
also working on a uniform time line and are working towards
a display of the history of the uniform which will eventually
be housed in the foyer of the new school hall. Thanks to Jenny
Twine, Aileen Bennett and Rosemary Sadlier and the others who
have done so much in this important area.
I would like to thank the committee for their support during
the six months I have been President, and as I leave in December
I wish the new President and all the Collegians every success
in 1991, a year in which I hope more Collegians will become
actively involved in the organisation.

Graham Wheeler - President
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YEAR 12, 1989
Jane Allnutt.................
Faith Anderson...........
Kristie Arcus...............
Rachel Arnold.............
Ruth Atterby...............
Joanne Barton...........
Georgia Bennett ....
Emma Binns...............
Lisa-Jane Blacklow ...
Michelle Bolt.............
Bethwyn Booth.........
Pip Brayshaw.............
Samantha Brice.........
Kirsty Browne-Cooper
Stephanie Byfield ....
Chris Cail...................
Anne Chadwick.........
Amanda Court...........
Natasha Court.............
Julie Crawford...........
Louise Crompton ....
Rebecca Curry...........
Robyn Dahlberg.........
Maria Davies...............
Claire Dixon...............
Sharon-Lee Dyer.........
Justine Eddy...............
Lara Ellis.....................
Christie Faul...............
Lexein Fermanis.........
Susan Femley.............
Julia Feutrill...............
Sally Fiegert...............
Leticia Fleay...............
Ann Foo.....................
Natalie Gabriele.........
Jane Galvin.................
Kristy Gannon...........
Alex Gardiner.............
Victoria Garner...........
Susie Grainger...........
Jocelyn Hall...............
Nola Hall...................
Junko Hara.................
Joanne Harry.............
Claire Heath...............
Narelle Hill.................
Elizabeth Ho.............
Viviene Ho.................
Kirsty Hollis...............
Jo Horne.....................
Katherine Howe.........
Deanna Hsu...............
Felicity Hunt...............
Fiona Hutchison ....
Vmn Ting Hwang....
Kate Inverarity...........
Kim Iskra...................
Stephanie Jackson ...
Samantha Keen.........
Su-Lin Khor.................
Camilla King...............
Louise Kirkby.............
Rosalin Koo...............
Juliette Lasserre.........

Nursing, Curtin
Traineeship, Sheraton Hotel,
Queensland
Nursing, WACAE, Churchlands
Arts, U.WA.
Jillaroo, N.W Queensland
Applied Science, Curtin
Commerce, UWA
Science, Harvard University, USA
Agricultural Science, IMA
Primary School Teaching, Churchlands
Agricultural Science, UWA
Science Engineering, UWA
Nursing, Curtin
Social Work, Curtin
Occupational Therapy, Curtin
Clerk, Cardiac & Surgical Australia
Arts, WACAF,
Commerce, Murdoch
Politics and Film & Television, Curtin
Medicine, UWA
Arts, UWA & Drawing & 3D Design,
Claremont School of Art
No information received
Hospitality Studies, Fremantle
Hospitality Studies, Bentley College
Working in the Commonwealth Bank
Science, Curtin
Primary Teaching, WACAE
Psychology, Curtin
Economics, UWA
Music, UWA
Working, Standish Charter
Settlement
Medicine, UWA
Primary Teaching, Churchlands
Primary Teaching, WACAE
Business Studies, Singapore
Hospitality, Fremantle
Student, Eisenhower High,
Washington State, USA
Working holiday - London
Tourism, WACAE
Economics, UWA
Medicine, UWA
Travel & Tourism, Australian Bus.
College
Working (studying 1991)
International Bus. Management, Tokyo
Business Accounting, Fremantle Tech
Business, WACAE, Churchlands
Working on home farm - Agriculture
UWA 1991
Economics, UWA
Architecture, UWA
Receptionist, Advertising Company
Arts, UWA
Travelling in France - Deferred
Medicine 1991
Medicine, UWA
Hospitality, Bentley College
Arts, UWA
No information received
Commerce, UWA
Social Science, Curtin
Architecture, Curtin
Economics, UWA
Science/Engineering, UWA
Physical Education, UWA
Economics, UWA
Taking a year off
Science, UWA

Jane Laurence............. Arts, UWA
Sophia Lim................. No information received
Anita Lindquist........... Economics, UWA
Susanne Low............. Commerce, UWA
Alison Lui................... Business, Curtin
Julie MacFarlan........... Mental Health Nursing
Fiona MacGill............. French, German, Japanese & Tourism
Julie Maddock........... No information received
Kith Maiden............... Veterinary Science, Murdoch
Lana McClure............. Law & Business, Perth TAFE
Saffron McCullagh ... Taking year off, deferred Arts 1991
Donna McPharlin .... Nursing, Curtin
Inga Mepham............. Working in National Bank
Amanda Metcalf......... No information received
Kathryn Miller........... Working
Kara Munro................. Science, UWA
Jill Murray................... Tourism in Melbourne
Reem Nahl................. No information received
Thirunesha Naidoo
Architecture, UWA
Casey Neave............... No information received
Estelle Ng................... Law, Murdoch
Nee Nee Ong............. Engineering, UWA
Karen Power............... Secretary - deferred Business 1991
Sue Pulendran........... Commerce, UWA
Rachelle Quintner ... Arts Education, WACAE
Louise Ratter............... Tuart College
Sharon Raynor........... No information received
Rachael Rea............... Canning College
Nicky Reed................. Hospitality & Tourism, Bentley Tech.
Joanne Ricker............. Travelling in Europe - deferred Arts 1991
Melanie Roberts......... Science, UWA
Helen Robson........... Laying the groundwork for a career
Caty Rocchi ............... Arts, WACAE - Announcer for functions
Laura Ross................... Teaching, Nedlands WACAE
Alison Rowe............... Deferred Science 1991
Veronica Ruhen......... Media, WACAE
Becky Russell............. Welfare Studies, Perth Tech.
Liz Ryan..................... BA, Australian Defence Force Academy
Julie Salmon............... Aeronautical Engineering, Sydney Uni.
Koki Samuel............... Occupational Therapy, Curtin
Kerry Sands ............... Media, Mt. Lawley College
Jo Scotney................... Arts, UWA
Pia Scott..................... Economics, UWA
Tasha Scott................. Economics, UWA
Victoria Selby............. Trainee Manager, Danish Bakehouse
Paige Shreeve............. Physiotherapy, Curtin
Sally Stewart............... Taking a year off
Katherine Stoyanoff
Pharmaceutical Techniques, TAFE
Rachael Stringer......... Deferred Business Curtin 1991
Lynn Tan..................... Commerce, UWA
Lynette Taylor............. Medicine, UWA
Elizabeth Thomas ... Medicine, UWA
Adrienne Thompson
Business, Curtin
Bronwyn Tough......... Arts, UWA
Melissa Troy............... Economics, UWA
Rebecca Turner......... Arts, UWA
Kristi Wentine........... Nursing, WACAE
Simone \frn Heurck
Commerce, Murdoch
Ainslie Verman........... Canning College
Ajita Vijayan............... Science/Engineering, UWA
Karla White................. Public Administration, Murdoch
Astrid Whiting........... Music, WA Conservatorium of Music
Kirsty Williams........... No information received
Belinda Williamson
Fine Arts, Curtin Extension, Albany
Mandy Wilson ........... Deferred English, Curtin
Jill Winning............... Hartill Business College
Kate Wisbey............... Physiotherapy, Curtin
Emma Wishaw........... Business & Japanese, Curtin
Phillippa Wood......... Psychology, Murdoch
Karen Wright............. Working at Woodside Offshore
Petroleum
Lucy Wrixon............... Arts, UWA
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PRIZES 1990
Accounting................................ . Naomi James and
Fiona Goodridge
.
Verity
Hollingworth
Art..............................................
.
Mee
Hee
Douglas
Art Applied................................
Biology...................................... . Lisa Miller
Business Studies...................... . Mee Hee Douglas
Chemistry................................. . Julia Adrian and
Shaza Salleh
Collegian................................... . Christy Hawker
Computing................................ . Kira Browne
Debating................................... .. Adrienne Mansell
Drama........................................ .. Sarah Joyce
Early Childhood Studies........ .. Emma Waldron
Economics................................ .. Yolande Caruso
English...................................... .. Natasha Perera
French........................................ .. Julia Adrian
German.................................... .. Andrea Gaynor and
Kira Browne
Geography................................ .. Su-Ann Lee
History...................................... .. Alexandra Kirkham
Home Management Studies .. .. Kate Hocking
Human Biology....................... .. Soniya Nanda
Japanese..................................... .. Christy Hawker and
Shaza Salleh

Law........................................... ...
Literature................................. ...
Maths I..................................... ...
Maths II................................... ...
Maths III................................ ...
Media Studies....................... ...
Music...................................... ...
Physics................................... ...
Theatre Arts.......................... ...
All-round Achievement....... ...
Best All-rounder in Sport ... ...
Arts Trophy............................ ...
Service to the School.......... ...

Kathie Robinson
Julia Adrian
Shaza Salleh
Nicola Grigg
Gabrielle Musk
Ainsley Harvey
Beatrice Sicouri
Shaza Salleh
Eleanor Sutherland
Yolande Caruso
Robyn Cail
Fluer Schell
Lena Teo and
Beatrice Sicouri
Deputy Head Girl................. ... Lena Teo
Head Girl.............................. ... Adrienne Mansell
Dux........................................ ... Julia Adrian
SERVICE TO THE BOARDING HOUSE:
Burnside...............................
Langsford...............................
Walton ...................................
Wesley ...................................

...
__
....
__

Tracey Burton
Louise Crombie
Penelope Miux
Caroline Nield
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